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Tm PE0BLEI4 MD DEFIHlTIOnS OF TSmiS USED
When 0�Bipar�d with his predecessors of jr(S3t#rdajr| tlie
Christian utoister in om? dajr is required to be responsible
for nmerotis tasks. Since in the larger churches these are
tisually beycmd the strength of the pastor, a provision is
soGietimes laade for securing the assistance of a "ohwch work
er," a woman who se3rves the parish either on a volimteer or
salaried basis* Such a worker eajgages in a "variety of tasks i
varying with the needs of iSi� Chiirch and the inclinations of
the pes tor. These Ejay be, for Instance, the administration
and supervision of a program of leadership education, ^39
direction of membership visitation, the regulating of liteira-
twe for the Sunday school, and the planning of special serv
ices* A significant part of her task is that of sick visita
tion.
It is with the problem of sick visitation that the
present study is concerned. 15m ohuroh worker presumes to
be neither a social worker nor necessarily a trained nurse.
She does, however, undertake to bring spiritual comfort and
c^eer to the sick and, in a prcictical way, minister to their
needs generally. Such visitation must necessarily be a
sh^^^ed responsibility, for there \rill be occasions when only
the pastor is able to render the needed service, as wh^ a
lassaber of ^� flook Is critically ill or dying, Y�>t ther�
aro msaerous occasions -ylien ihm ehwre^ noitor can rendor
TWkl service to tlie siek*
Bat to do effective visitation, a one Mist be
alert ^ certain tieed# of ^ek voomf and she Mist know
to meet th09e n�@^s*
!� SHE I^OHJSI
^;fc;a1^@iBei]^;f;f t^^. i?robl,y� It is the purpose of this
st�dy CD to ascertain the responsibility ^^ch t^e CS:au?i^
hcis assumed in th� past in earing fear the sickj (2) to ap�
praise the �hur�h*s present retp<msibllity in this direction
(3) to discover what is being done by denominatlms, s�Dii-
naries, aj^ local ehurohes t� train church workers for sick
visltaticmj and ih) to recaimend eertain tjrpes of training
WBOst appropriate for l^e various <^U3^ situatims.
Igporl^apce study. In many Protestimt dencaai-
nations little or nothing has be^ done to trc.ia Qtsmoh, work
@rs. Perhaps the reason for tills is that this positlcm hm
ustiall^r been on a volmteor basis. For such work, the for-
Eial training in a s^ainary or other institution ^KmM prove
ad^uate, bait pastors who have a vision of both the n^eds
iind the possibilities of tho chia?ch workers, can ISieiaselves
help train and equip young women for the important task of
3slek visitation. Some pastors who do no more than recommend
a reading list feel that even this is beneficial.
It seems all too true that many people are neglected
by the Church in their sickness. If the hospitalization has
been only for a short period, perhaps the patients do not
mind the neglect. Yet even in such cases, the Church needs
to be alert, whatever their reactions, it remains a fact
that all too often the church misses excellent chances to
show men and women that she cares. She loses golden oppor*
tunities to buy up those times when men and women often grow
reflective, when they are apecially sensitive to attention
and neglect.
Because few Protestant denominations or churches in
general seem to have a well-defined policy for the work of
sick visitation on the part of church workers, this atudy is
of necessity limited in its scope. Seminaries provide courses
in which the minister is given advice on the payehologieal
handling of old people and the sick generally, but compara
tively few denominations furnish formal training of this kind
specifically for the church worker. It would seem that
little attention is being given to equipping the handmaiden
of the Lord in the task of sick visitation.
lAtti- m Xongtr tlim six to ti^t ^ ms�t i@
Us^^^* mfBm to iXlm^B
m$sh Mmnmm mm wOBm m� ^ti�t ia M
tooiiiMit dai^tr tem*^ It is to iiprslop to ^
^Ml# and ^iMT stas-t aa ill a#mt# ito#a�., bat to
is ^islXf � gmtml itai hi4d#ii to patl^nt*^
Ite -iiatgm^* oi^� iif ^^OTcfe is wif:
11^ mmm.B ana. ^��tfa#�.� tlw tew &m$m^ ^iMmBf
sick mmi
�iir� mm mt to ^rty*^ ^^�i�M�mX tm^%mmUw^
^ OAvmm Mp fate* .faM^|s .^lm&&�& HMioal Me-
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to tijfl Ifedtod States to discover vhat, i� anything, is being
doje to assist chnrda worlsers to the duties of sick visitation,
A number of senary aatalsgs were e:eiffitoed to discover the
courses of training offered to those planning to laake a ca
reer of B�31gious Sducationt A Um% of the social agemies to
a large metropolis was obtained, as an es^ple of the possi
ble facilities available to the church worker to a sick vis
itation program.
rr� nrnMamnm of Ri^-t^niDs^ of the tiissis
the seooTBi chapter iresents a brief history qf the
Qmr^^B care of the sick* Ctjapter teee discusses ires^t-
day practices I as dlsoovered to a study of the questlcm-
nalres and catalogs, to ttie training of the church worker
for sick visitation, the fourth chapter suggests the reccsa-
msnd-itloas for the trt:inlng of tlje church worSser to tills
l^se of h�p lalulstry. fhe flfiav�nd final chapter, is the
caiclusion of tho stMy,
TIE Ci\RS OP THS SICK HI Tim HISTOinr OF WB oimm
It is always the concern of the didlstian religion to
relate all j&mmB of Asian's life to the Kingdom of God; not
til� least I nan^s |t^r^eal Iming* In iikxasm days tho (Saarch
is seeking sore than ever to oonfca^a to the letters of tSie
Oood Saaisaritaii* iTrue, in her histoiry, ^it has not always
j^cam too mmslx interest in the "naiaed, the halt, and the
"blind,** tet in modem tiiaes ^e hm hoooa� acutely aware of
h&r ofeligatims in this direction,
^ M Smm,* ^ 3Lif0 dt Jesus on earth
showed His concern for the sic^* He antioipatod modem
tisies in WL� recognition of the inportance of psyohole^eal
aM spiritual factors in sickness and health,^ In IHs Eiin-
istry, rairaclea of healing of the body were usually associ
ate with the he( ling of tho soul, as seen, for instance, in
the bialisii of tho pcxalytic,^ tSue immn witli the issue of
^33.<^,^ �ad blind Bartiiaaeus.^ James (5816) shows clearly
1 Carl J. Sch^aer, p^e ffiirc,h �^|^^M,r/il (miadel-
lihiai ^e Westiaiaster Press, 19W� pV ^�
2 |%rk 2t3-l2.
3 Itok 5t25-3^.
7a causal relationship hetweeai physical health and spiritual
well-beings ^Confess your sins to one another and pray for
one �inoiaier| that you may be healed, �
Jesus, it may be asserted, set the example for Ills
followers in His concern for the sick* Did He not leave
three divine imperatives for His disciples to follow*
preach, teach, and heal? lEhese imperatives were so empha
sized Ijy His own life tbi^t there sensed to be no doubt in
the minds of the twelve comeming the specific aims of
their ministry. The Kew Testaiaent record contains anple
testimony to the healing ministry of the apostles, including
Peter healing Aeneas of the palsy and restoring Tabitha to
life (Acts 9t3>^l).
The Eay;]^ Ciburcfa* The Early Church Fathers�Irenaeus,
Justin l-Iartyr, Tertullian, and Orlgen*-refer to the Church
as having the power to heal and to raise from the dead,
Origen, speaking of his own day, writes about the healing
power of Jesus' name, and adds that mca?e cures were effected
in that way than through the teachii^s of Aesculapius, who
was, in Greek u^ythology, the god of medicine,^
53ie most common practice in connection with healing
in the Barly Church was the use of oil. V/ater and bread
�� ^ape^ (Hew York? The Century Company, lb9M-.lb97), P� 17.
8were sometimes consecrated for that purpose also. One Fa
ther Fuller, in his book, Anointir^g of �tft,^ Sicky tells that
heelings were effected by patients by drinking water that
had previously been blessed by the priest. Oil and water
were used internally as well as axfcernally. It was the cus
tom in those days to preface with prayer the use of all
medicaments. Holy Communion was regfj^ded as a tine special
ly suited for healing purposes. Paul seems to imply that
^en the stcrament is received in faith and reverence it
should havo the effect of raising the vitality and strength
ening the body (I Corinthians 2j29,30). The use of relics
in he ling also goes back to these early years of the Chris-
tic.n Church,^
While the ability to heal miraculously seems to have
belonged in some peculiar sense to only a few of the early
followers of Jesus, yet it is safe to assume that the early
Christians were much interested in the care of the sick.
Such service became one of the functions of the diaconate, a
kind of early religious order ^^ch is as old as the Christian
Chtirch, The term is derived from Latin and moans "service".
This office originated at Jerusalem to give assistance to
apostles in their work among the members of the congregation.
The first helpers were men only, but soon deaconesses were
Scherzer, 2E� Qit. . pp. 35-38 �
9added. The flrat deaconess mentioned in the Bible la one
phebe, who was asaoeiated with the Church at Cenohrea (Ro�
mana 16:1,2), That there were deaeonesses, in practice,
during the time of Jeaus is hinted at in one of the doapela
which speaka of certain womon who "ministered unto him of
their substance** (Luke 8t3), That there were voluntary
helpers who ministered to the needs of the saints ia evi
denced from aome of paul*s letters. Examples of these are
Typhena, Tryphoaa, and Perels (Romans 16;12}, and the women
In the household of Stephanaa (I Corinthians 16:15),7
Offioially appointed deaconesaea in the early Church
served as doorkeepera in the temple, helped to prepare
female eateohumens for baptiam, cared for orphans and the
inflm, and aaalsted generally in the work of the Church.
in fact, they and their office were ao highly respected that
they were counted among the clergy,^ Important information
concerning the diaconate is to be found in the Apoatollc
Constitutions, a collection of laws and precepts of the
early Church, probably written in the latter part of the
third century or in the fourth century. From Weston* s
translation it seems evident that the bishops ordained
7 Ibid., p. 29.
^ "Evangelical jDeaconesa Society Bulletin" (St. Louis,
Missouri: �n. , 1951) f p. 7.
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deaocaaesses itihose duty it was to minister to the women.
These were assisted by an Order of l^ldows, which seems to
have been divided into two groups�ecclesiastical and non-
eeclesiastioal widows. In act\iality a member did not nec
essarily hcve to be a widow. Included in the orders were
those wcaaen ii^o offered themselves and their homes for the
performance of all manner of {^ictian service, especially
tiiG care of tho sick and the poor. The Order of vadows was
supervised by the deaconesses and directed by thm in the
work of ministry to the needy. At one time a member of the
Order was required to be at least sixty years old before
she could enter into office, but the age limit was subse
quently changed. A third order of wcanen connected with the
diaconate was coaqposed of virgins, Basil, in 379 A, D,,
recognized the Order of Virgins as an order of the Church,
The virgins dedicated themselves to a life of virtue and
service, renouncing marriage and enbracing a lifo of holi
ness,^
The nimsing profession tricos its origin to these
early Christian orders. One of tdiese early deaconesses,
Pabiola, foiajded the first charity hospital at Home about
300 A* D. She was apparently very wealthy, for her home
was so Ic rge that a portion of it was used as a hospital.
Scherzer, oit.y pp, ^1,^-2,
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Sb9 and other nohl� ladles did not hesitate to do most
lo
menial tasks In their care a? the Btokm About the same
time, a hospital** was built in Jerusal^ to aid ^s� CStiris-
tlans making long pdlgrijsiages to the Holy Land. It was
really a h�use of Oiristlan hospitality whl^ c�ly oasually
13.
azid inoidentally cared for the siok**^
Another name #iould be mmttm&d in ooxmeotlon wi^
these *hospltals�. Pauls, a frieM of Pabiola and of a dis
tinguished Bo�an family I had boconse interested in giving her
self to apeligious service following the death of her husband.
^e met Jerome through scaae of the bleeps she !iad entertain
ed in her h&m ^t&mi the Hoa^in S^od laet in 382 A. D. Jerome
approved of h^ work and onoouraged her to contlnift* In isim
mxt fovB* years two daughters died, aiid she gave more of her
tirae to this mrk and established a number of hospitals in
Borne. It is said of her that because she so loved her work
she was afraid it would be without merit as a Christian c^iar-
Ity. She later founded a hoa^tal at Bethlehem^-^^
Stumming firom the diaconate in fourth c�ixtury was
an institution known as the ^lodoohlma, a kind of relief
aiohard C. Cabot and Russell L� Dicks, |M i�l
tj^y,;!^ Jjg SlQls (lj�w losfei The Ifacmlllan Oompaoy,
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center. It proved to be a deflBlt� step in der^sslopiont
toward "Kbe aodeam hospital* I^weis in it were set aside fcr
the and the ntirsing was dcsse by the OM^s of Doacon-
�sses, Widows, and Priests actiog as i&yaiclans
were stationed in thooe institutions to direct t3je work,^3
Bishops and BJOKjks also were to play their part In
lalnlstering to "t^e slck-� Batot Basil , a Greak Bishop of
O^saroa, is credited with setting up a system of sick vlsl�
tation aM nursing care. He tmso^M a nuriber of xenodo<^hla,
planning the^ InstitutloiaB oarefully, and building th^ at tlio
edges of towna md oltles. Mm far as possible, each lns-tl-�
tution imludod an lim for travelers} facilities for ambu
latory patients I a hospital for bed care 5 aiad hoses for t^io
aged, crippled, orphans, and fcmsdllngs, A Imlldlng for
lepers was muaHy Inoludod. "Ductca^es", or guides, w^t
out and tomsei p tliaits emd brought them to the hospital,
IPurli^ opldeialea, even the }mmS,ts would lend a hoXi^tiig ha^
in the hospital work. But the greatest influence of t3^
Early Cfeureh m healing is to be found in men of position
^ke Basil and others , \iho d^vo*^ wMi to this portlcu-
lar area of the �feiiroh*a ministry.
^3 Ib^*f p, ^�
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It was in her caring for the poor that the Caiurch la
the pos tapes tallc period made one of her greatest contrllm-
tlmia* The care of the slek was not regarded with esteem by
the pagan Romans , who placed much confidence In magic and
quackery. There was little compassion toward the poor In
the pagan world; the attitude of the authorities was to keep
the masses of the poor In subjection. Even the guilds, formed
the lower classes thmselves, seemed to be without compas
sion for their own� This attitude was opposed to the teach
ings of Christ, as to the importance of the individual and
the dignity of man,-^^
Tt^e MQd;leval ^ge. In this age the Church was the
primary medium through ^diioh the healing arts were promoted.
Secular physicians there were, of course, but it was to the
Church the people were likely to turn. It had the confidence
of the people. It was not unusual for secular physicians to
leave town on the death of a ia>eminent patient. Roots and
herbs were cultivated by the monks In their monastery gardens.
Surgery was perforoied by some of the monks, until the Church
in 1163 passed a law forbidding the shedding of blood. About
1300, at the time of the Crusades, Pope Boniface VIII decreed
that a human body could not be cut up. Surgery therefcjpe came
Ibid,, p. h7.
iixto disrepute. In the course of timei surgery was to hecose
an adjunct to the business of barbering,*^
The esteem in which the Church as Healer was regarded
is obvious when it is ros^mbered that during this medieval
period, it was believed that merely to sleep in an holy plaee
meant that the patient would be under healing influences.
Miraculous cures were attributed to the power of the CSiurch.
It was customary to bring a patioat to the Church, \ibisir9 after
prayers fer healing were made, the patient was allowed to
sleep, Scsae of the diseases aa record of irtoich patients were
relieved are paralysis, dojmbness, blindness, barrenness, scro
fula (a type of tuberculosis), dyspepsia, broken legs, deform
ities, lameness, gout, cataract, ulcer, and dropsy.^7
The Crusades helped to expand the Church's healing min
istry. Crusaders returning from the Orient brought back lop-
rosy. The situation soon called for hospitals i^ich the
monks themselves had to build. These institutions were called
lazarettos, after Laisarus, the leper in the New Testament, It
is said that at one time there were two thousand lazarettos in
Prance and two hundred in Sogland, The d^iand for niirsing care
in these institutions was a significant factor in founding the
Knights Hospitalers and other similar orders during these
^ VP* ^>^.
Ibid,, pp, 51,52.
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Mark ag9s*�� Soma of tht most akillad pijjrsicians of the day
were to be found in these predominantiy lay orders. As the
kni^ts, howafver, became more eng3�ossed in fitting Moslems,
the monks began to outnumber them in nursing orders* !rhe
Koi^t T^lars was another lay order, foday it is Issowa as
1^ Masonic liodge. Yet anoti^r was the Order of Teutoasio
^ghts, uhich later turned militariatie, promoting CQEomarce
so^d offering police protection to the pec^le. Some of
other carders w^e the Aleadans, Orders of Saint Aathc^,
Order of the Ho2y Gh^t, Bethlehemites, E&?othors <^ Charity,
Orders of the Cross, and the SsLOik Brethem, H^bership of
the orders was cois^osed of clergymen and laymen*!�
One reasoi for the rise and popularity of these orders
was the decline of the diaconate brought about in part by the
barbarian inmaions t^csh made it very difficult for wonen to
travel alone. But with the establishment of many xmf hos
pitals cane greater opportunities for wdukju to do Ctelstian
aorvloe �
Another important avenue of seorvice for women was to
come through the monasteries � The (h?der of Benediotines, one
of the most advanced of its kind in the Mddle Ages, offered
w<aaen a place ^ere they could perform Christian service anid
cultivate intellectual tastes. Convent life ia suoh a reli-
IMi�t PP� 53-56.
X6
glous order was interestJUig ocmpared to the hmdrum existence
of wDioen in ttiose days* urnder B^#diotine atispices, women
ntirsed tho aick both in hospital and hcoe, Scsae of these ^n~
edictine aottlementa were large} one in particular had three
thousand monks and nuns.l9
In th� Hetherlaiids in the twelth century, Lambert le
Begue, a priest, renounced his own property and used his
wealth at Iieige to buHd a church, a religious community, md
the hospltdl of Saint Christopher, Many war widows joined
his society and in time the oMer became known as the Beg-
ulnes, Itebers could withdraw at aryr tioe and were not
required to renounce Idtieir money and property, although mahy
of them did, fhey cared for tho poor and Vae sick without
cost to the patient, 2Ms order spread to France, Germasoy,
and northern Italy, and acquired great wealth because many
prosBlnent and wealthy widows Joined It to assist in the
building of hospitals and nunneries. The Beghards, a corre
sponding order for males, was Inspired by the acccoplisliments
of the Begulnes.^
During the period under discussion many other religious
ord^Ts for women we^e establlshedi such as the Sisters of
Mercy, Sisters of Oharlty, and Idttle Sisters of the Poor. 23-
^9 W^., p. 56.
20 2M^^f pp* 56,57.
^ Ibid,, p, 57.
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%aiat may 1� coiaaidared a laiid-!ma?k In the progress of
the O�jroh*s healing ministry Is the appearance in the foiaar-
teenth oentnry of a series of booklets on preparatloa for
doa^� IBam Bla^ Death in that century ttoew Europe Into a
panic* Hental aberrations, such as the dancing isanla, pooplo
barking like a dog or mevii^ like a oat, were ccsmnon* It is
said that half of Europe's population perished in tho
^laguo,^ Convinced of the need of spiritual preparation for
death caie Dr� JToan Gerson published several booklets on the
Art 0^ Earing* Ttm booklets depict the deathbed as a battle
field on iidxlch malign and gracious spirits are contending for
tho soul of man* To males a good end was felt to be an ^'art*'.
And so the Christian is taught to die with dignity,23
MXwm%lm It was in the middle ages
t^t Paracelsus, popularised In l^ownlng's poem of that namo,
began his study of medicine* Paracelsus, contraxy to pre
vailing praotloes of his day ii^ch regarded research ^th
superstition and thought illness due to evil spirits, studied
^ patient and wrote about hi^edlty sad the predisposition
to disease. He is known as the first modem doctor.
X8
Curiously miough, the Gh^^r<^h accepted the results of his
research without protest
Ahout the timo itea Paracelsus was leading the my- in
a break wi^ the past, a Beforsatioffi was taking place in tSie
C2iup�^, luther ai�i his follow^s refused to am&pt the use
of relics and shrines for healing purposes, Luther felt that
confession was necessary for distressed consciences. Ho
advocated confessicm li^t insisted that every Christian be
allowed to hear QOaf^aaXms and ovory sinner free to inake
his confession to a Christian noighbor of his own choosing,
liio should absolve him in the word of Christ, LuUier, him
self, en|oyed visiting the sick, and to them ho oommondod
C^istian resolution and steadfast fciith. Before leaving
them, he would remixid them that Ckni was a gracious Father
and that Christ had wrought our reconciliation* He also
oomm^ded music to t&ose Tiio were sad ,25 Luther set the
pattern for miich that is fine in Protestant preaching. His
supreme emphasis on tho pastor as mm 1^0 is concerned with
the health of tlie soul anticipates the pastoral counseling
movement in the caiur<^ of our day,^^
^ Scherzer, cit,^ pp. 66,67,
KcKeill, ss^* I PP* 171-1?^.
26 Scheraer, jQ^Ji*, p. 69,
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AnDtber gp�at Beformer, CaMJi, seems to have
left the care of the poor and sick to the deacons* Calvin
revived t^e deac<mess office in his church for the pnri^se of
ministering to th� sick. All t*ie reformers rejected the
belief in efficacy of relics and shrines, at the sane
tine stressing the salutary effects of prayer, faith, ccaa-
fossioii to Crod, and consiatation with 12ie pastor ,27
Catholic reformers wsrking to abolish abuses that caused tlue
Reformation, was one Saint Philip Nari, bospn in Florence in
1515� JJos"! founded the Soman Catholic Order of Oratorians,
for tho pwpose of caring for stengers and the convales-
cent poor. Saint Philip and his iMends not onl7 tended tho
sick but performed the most menial tasks about the hospital,
a� order emphasized purity of llfej no vows were demanded
of its BSEibers, \430 could withdrrw at any time. Saint Hiilip
is eroditod with maxiy instances of spiritual healing by
virtue of his strong faith in God, Tho toothers of the order
would periodically quit the moaaastery f�ar days to engage in
nursing duties and practicing medicine
A requirement of a recruit in the Society Jesuits
was that ho spend a mcmth in a hospital doing menial work and
PP� 70-72.
2^ lbid,y pp. 73-78.
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anothap month travoHsg as a mendicant. Saint l^ancls Xavier,
^e founder of the order, sot an example for his followf^s ty
his efforts to comhat the l^ok Poat& wit^ the usual medical
practices. All his life he maintained an interest in iAm
sick,29
It was in this Counter-Eeforaation time that Saint
Tinoent de Paul started the order ^t is one of the greatest
institutimis in Msmm Catholic Hlstoryi the Sist^s of Mercy,
De Paxil, tmahle to find peace until he vowed to devote his
entire life to helping the poor, becism parish priest in tho
town of Chatillon-les-Dosahes, \&iBTe poverty was rampant*
Here ho organized his first sisterhood of charity, composed
of wcxaen who voluntarily gave personal aid to the poor. He
also established a hospital for galley slaves. His example
inspire other priests to cere for the poor. He organized
t^e Order of the l�azarlsts in Paris, i^ose house there be-
came the headquarters of the order, De Paul's priests were
detailed to visit the soldiers, the blii^ and -^e sick, aiad
the poor and the laborers. Tows of his sisterhoods were, in
part, as follows $
timy pledged thmselves to cere for the sick zregard-
less of how loathsome the disease might be, fhey were
nevear to fear doath or leava tiie impression that death is
to be feared, ar^ they were to rainlst^ to the needs of
]2M*9 PP� 79-81
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�a�h pati�Bt as if were doing it to CS^rlst person
ally, Ea^ patient mst l^e treated like the others}
l^iere ismst nover he partiality or ai^y favoriti^* So
matter how disagreoahle the patient was, they were always
to he kind and agreoaKLe* Ifeither were t^iey to hecane
intimately fr-iendly with me another .BO
In tSm BoLian Church the use of relics aM shrines for
healing purposes continued during this Counter-Refojnaation
Period. The custom of anointing with oil in healing deoHnod
h^iag replaced hy the "sacrament** of eactraae mction*^^-
In Protestant Bfagland, it became the custiaa during
period Just pareceding Beformation for the king to
lay hands on the sick* This practice ccaitimied for many
years, being interampted on3y during Cromwell's reign, and
(^se�n tele was tho last of the rulers to engage in this
practice
Sims in the days following the Beformation, it was
commonly boHeved in Bhgland that some people were possessed
of a spirit that enabled them to heal others, it was also
felt 12iat Bom were possessed of devil to do ovil. Pub
lico tions appeared p�rp<a?tlng to inform men how they might
dlscom a witch. One book in partlculcx, ]^ >f:^i^che^ Ha|amer.
8ta3*ted a wltoh hunt t^at resulted in the oseacutlon of masty*
^ M^*f PP� 82,83.
^ 2J3SA*f P�
IM^M pp. 8^-90.
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Catholics tamd Protestant witches and P3?otestants foiaai
Catholic witches. The wltch-hnnting cra^ grew, until no
on� felt safe* Tictims were cruelly killed. Finally even the
^aglish Parliarout, early in the so?enteont3i c^tury, passed
laws against the practice of witchcraft. Th� himt for witch
es hacame more vicious. It spread to the uew colonies in
jtoorisa, centering in Salea, Massaehussetts , ^Amr� the Ma
ther faially used their Influence to encourage witoh-hunti33g,^3
i2�|g�i i&^ fm%-m;^pmmUw Duriug
this period a lack cat Interest in nursing care caused mai^
hospitals to close down in Europe, Municipalities were thsa
fenced to build md operate hospitals. The new set-tgj led
to a "dark period" in the hlstoiy of nursing, for hospital
matrcm and lay nurses were fraqu^tly unskilled aiMi quite
lacking in mrals. It was not until a few omturles l<iter
that l�iy nursing became an hosaored mid consecrated profes
sion,^
Local effects hero and there in the Protestant Gtiuroh
helped to revive the nursing orders. In 1530 -Wae Church in
Klnden, Gonaany, formed an order of district nurses wore
religiously motivated* la 1567, c^e Pastor IQeppel of HlMsoi
IM^M PP� ^98,
^^3m*f pp. 103,1<^
estalilishod & elsaritabl!� ijastitutlostt for ^ car� csf th� siok,
�sdt^ an order of Protestant niarses ia ^large. At WaXsdorf
taiere was a similar organisatioai their amab^s were called
sist�ps, A girl had to he at least �i^teen yst^rs of age he-
fore she was admitted and ^� senred a one-yeai" probation
period. If her character aM ability were of a sufficiently
high standard, was consecrated with a religious eerossoisy,
th� sisters were free to leave or smrry at will, Biey were
trained in various fields�aurslng, teaching, visiting, and
tho caro of the poor* In the Bofoie^d CShuroli at ^ssel tho
deaconesses were chos�i by the congregaticsi and �aployed 1^
thw to iwse the sick of the Clmz*cli� The Oon^dral S^nod of
the Heformed (^uiroh, for some reason, did not confirm th�
aetlon of this congregation and discouraged the movaaent,
P3?�testants in %tm city of Amsterdr.m divided the city
into four districts for nursing service, ongaging sisters or
deaconesses foit this visiting imrslng service* Ihese were
chiefly mature women, for the work was sta?�[KK0US*36
fh� Moimvlans, a Prot#stmt group foifflded by Goimt
:ffitos�adorf , also had sisters ii&to gave nursing care* She
IM4*t PP� 10^,105.
2Wl*t P- 105.
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Mernionites in Holland, organized in the sixteenth century,
also had deaconesses,^*''
At loast four nursixig orders in the Hoaan Catholic
Church wore established in tho early days of the Beformation
period* The Brothers of Saint ^cto of God were founded T?y
the Portuguese Juan Ciudad, lixo becaiae interested in tho
sick, especially the insane, following a period of hospital!-
jsation in which he himsejlf was treated as insane, Tim rules
of his order deasanded that the members of Its hospital staff
possess a sound knowledge of medicine, Camlllus do Lellls,
a pious priest, founded the order of the Agenlsants or Agony
fathers. He himself converted in a hospital, decided to
beo<^e a priest and devote his Ufe to the care of the slek
in hosj^tals* Jhls order spread farom Italy to Spain, Portu-
gal| and France, He instituted a similar order for women
known as the Camellines, Because of their nursing plague
victiJBS, the entire order died* Tlrginla BracoUl beoamo
the fom&mt of the Daughters of Our Iiady of Mount Calvary,
better known as BrlgnoUne, Starting her order hy taking
orphans and girls into hor own home, she cared for her girls
mt of her own funds until the government gave h^ a msaber
of �?protectors'* , or wealthy sponsors. During an epidemic
37 pit.
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this ovdmt (l0�onstrat�d such devotion sklH that It
hecanie recognised as a distinct nursing order*38
Itoaminational Interests di^r^ Post-Befoa^tlon
P^lojd, the slxteentai centur/t Protestant churdi denosalna*
tlcms In l&irope went on record as beginning to show a more
Intelligent Interest In i^e sick* Bam ot Luther *s contem-
libraries and followers in religlcus thougiht| such as one
Th?bimus Begius and one l^?ederick lisrccmlus, wrote handbooks
for pastoral use in ministry to the sick and dying* The
Strasbo\n?g Reformer , one Martin Bucer , %rrote 0^^ ^& Trjo^
(ffUye of ^2S3^f which appeared in 1538* He argues that we
owe one another mittial care in things of the body as well
as of the spirit* ^S!tm passage of \diidi he makes most frtilt-
ful use is fouisl in Bsoklel 3^tl6j . . and wlH bind up
that Tiiaich is broken, and will strengthen that which was
siok1*39
Pastors of the Reformed dmeeh in Switaerland wer�
urged to visit the sick procq?tly, to pray with ^aom, and to
prepare the dying for a peaooful deith. asringli's sorsKm,
�The Pastor," stresses th t preaching niust be followed up by
instruction and devoted service to the people* Henry Bui-
^ Ikii^*t PP� 109-111.
39 McHeilli 42St* Qlt., pp� 177|178.
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linger I SSwlngli's successor in th& lead^psbip of the Church
of 2ari<^, found time to visit the sick and dying in prison
out of prison I he not <mly rodouhlod his efforts hut
a 1>ooIc on preparation tor death> The camrch s,�5
to have regarded the diaconete as indispensable to the Church,
but she failed to maintain institutions to train deaconesses*
Individual congregations employed deaconesses, wIkj did work
similar to th:t of the widows of the Barly Church,^^.
fhe Presbyterian interest in iStm sick in the late
sixteentai century is seen in the elder's office in the Scot
tish Kirk* As redefined in the Second Book of Discipline
adopted in IjTSl, the office included assisting in visiting
the sick. The p. stor was to admonish the people in tine of
bealth to prepare for doath, and tiio people were to confor
with him f5?equently about the estate of their souls | and in
times of sickness, they ware to sei^ his advice before their
strength and understanding failed th�m,^2
In the seventeenth century, Blchard Baxter, a Piirltan,
usod much wisdom and human sympathy in his visitation of tho
siok, and felt that visits to the dying should begin long
PP* 196,197.
Scherzer, Sk� Q^t* . p* 102,
McKeiaa, ss.* olt.f pp* 2*1^252.
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taefope deatb approaches. He insisted that if tim sick perscea
recovered, he mast hold himself to the good resoluticms made
during his ilSness,^^
Two Anglican ministers deserve mention for their work
in the seventeenth century, Jer^y Taylor wrote a hook m
�Sll^� saying that preparation for dea12i inyolvos the
daHy scrutiny �f our actiais. He gives directions for pray
ers at various stages of tSie sick Han�s ^orlence. He gives
rules for repentance in sickness, including restitutlmi of
�all unjust possessions'*. He has little faith in deathbed
repentance, Gilbert Buwjett, Anglican Bishop of Salisbury,
wrote the ,l4�m,g,^ SL Paatoya^ Care, He felt that visiting
tho sick was one of the pastor *s duties, H� said that it was
"treachery to souls" to aooept an inado^u te der t^bed repent
ance as it led not caaly to loss of the dying man*s soul, but
also to the riiln of obs^vers who see how slight a n^entanoo
is noedod for reassurance of salvation. Ho believed 1�at the
sick should make solemn vows of amendment in oase of recovery^
and theroaftor be reminded of those vows,**^
In the eighteenth century, John ^sloy organised "beMs",
or groups, for mutual ocmfosslm and discipline. These were
P* 267,
*^
p. 279.
the earliest taiits of orgajai^ation of Iioiaaodists, Th� groups
were subdivided into classes of about twelve ssembers oaoh,
Een ai3d woa^n, under a class leader* The sis�b^s were sup
posed to do all th� good possible, including visiting and
helping the sick,**^ Wesley was a strong believer in tho
therapeutic value of prayer. Many of the hjfsns which he and
his broti^r, Cbarlos, wrote have played no simll part in
relieving peopls of strong emotions and tensions. But
1*Bsley�s cdnpassion fcg? the siok led him to do something more,
for he studied diseases and remedies and published the results
of his rosoaroh in a book ^titled Primlti^ve f^vsi^c. Wesley
regarded higiily the profession of medicine, yet was sensi
ble to taie fact that much physical sickness is the result of
spiritual dartaiess. His followers founded dispensaries,
orphanages, strangers' societies, refuges for widows, hos
pitals, aM other philanthropic institutions,^
John W* Fletcher, ifeo had tak�a Wsloy as his spirit
ual guide, was a man who felt the summons to instant action
at the sight of a strange in need, the nows of a miner hurt
in a pit, or of someone likely to die* Francis Asbusry, an-
oth^ follower of Wissl^, liJsewise showed a passionate desiro
to help the sick.^
I3M*t P* 279.
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A Lutheran pastor, Henry M. Muhlenberg, came from
Halle to his church In America with an elementary knowledge
of medicine. In the courses of his personal religious minis
try to th� sick, he prescribed physical remedies A�
The pastoral Interest In the sick continued Into the
modern period, (19 century�). !ihoiaas Chalmers, a Presbyter
ian pastor, left a record of numerous pastoral visits during
a period of epidemic Influenza when many of his parishioners
were dying. Spurgeon, the Baptist, was In constant visita
tion durlr^ a cholera epidemic, and later gained a reputa
tion for the healing of hundreds of sick through his bedside
prayers. Washington Gladden, another nineteenth century
minister, recommends that the pastor be pleasant and sympa
thetic at the sickbed, ready to hear the sick person* s anxi
eties, but not Inquisitive Into his secrets. On occasion,
he would serve communion to the slek. He felt that the
pastor should not conceal from the patient the approach of
death, but should try to help hla prepare for It.
Protestant nursing orders and hospitals in the modern
period (19 century�). In 1820 a German clergyman, pastor
Kloenne, published a pamphlet entitled The Revival of the
Ibid., pp. 187,18^.
49 Ibid. . pp. 258-278.
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In it ha suggested that the choioe of deaconesses he made
by the synod or presbytery rather than by the individual
congregation, lh& women should be single or widows and be
trained to work among ^o sick and the poor. This pseaphlet
3?eceived wide circulation. At loast foiu? different individ
uals gave themselves to the work of establishing diaconstes
between the years 1820-I81f5� Occasionally one roads of
single women dedicating their lives to work with the siok,
Amalie Sieveking, a youzsg Lutheran girl, is a case in point.
Bar reputatloa and influence did much to promote among Prot-
Mtant, to Qroy, a more gei^ral tot,r,3t to nurstog car,.50
A German pastor named Pliodneri of Kaisersworthi was
so is^prossed by the work some of the Hennoziite deaconesses
wore doing in Holland during his visit there, that he opened
a training school for deaconesses at Kaiserswerl^, Tlie work
prospered and became known all over Europe, its reputation
eventually spreading to America, The following is a group
ing of tlie work these deaconesses were prepared for: the
first group to care for the sick, the poor, uimiarriod preg
nant girls I the seccsid group to teach 5 and third ^oup to do
parish work. Christian character was imperative in tho
^ Soheraer, iZii*) PP� 115,116.
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deaoomss, 1^0 , after a period of probation, vas offieially
consecrated for bar nork* ^ bad to prt^aisa to serve for at
least five years. ?liodn� acted as actoinistrator and be was
assisted by a mother superior t^o had ohaipge of the doaestie
life of the institution. He traveled ext^sivsOy and foxinded
doaooness homes and hospitals in Jerusalem, Constantimple,
SsssyrmLf Alexandria, Angary, Holland, l^anco, Ihgland, Scan
dinavia, and the United States. The idea of the female diac
onate was retarded with favor everywhere and in twenty-five
years as many as twenty-seven institutions were founded.
^<&m doaocmessos served toxf only a si^^all stipend* Hhoy wore
osspoct^ to be skillful and conpassionate nurses, oqitipped to
mmt tl^ spiritual needs of the patients with Scriptures and
hymns I timy should be able to road fluently and write legi
bly, and )sxmr enough arittoetic for boc^ooping purposes*
Host of these institutions were under the direction of the
Lutheran, the l^fonaed, acd the Ivangelical CShurches*^
In Slaglsi^, Dr* Robert Gooeh, with the poet Robert
Soutoey, founded an organisation known as the Protestant
Sisters of Charity* Ihe mother house was in connection wl^
Guy's Hospital in London. Its founding is regarded as the
beglaaning of the naarses* training school in connection with
^ I^�f PP� 117-120*
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a immiolpal or aacular hospital* After they had reeeived
their training, the sisti^rs wer� permitted to nnrse in pri
vate homes. It was not until 18^, however, that the first
thoroughly religloiis nursing order in Sngland was establish
ed at Saint John's House in I>ond<m ^ the Ghur<ih of ]^land,52
The diaoonato was established in the I^ted States
throtigh the interest of an English Xsitheran pastor, a Hr* V*
A, Passavant. In the seotlon of Pittsburgh, Pomisylvania,
^ore he worked, there was no place i^re the sick poor
oould be taken for adoquato treatment. Hearing about tho
Kalserswerth institutions he visited them, receiving �ncour-
agoaent from Flledner, On his return to Pittsburgh, in tho
spring of 18H6, ho rented a house. His first two patients
wore soldiers , and since he could not find nurses, he toOk
eare of them himself, with the aid of a divinity stiaient,
Vfhen an epidemic of ciiolwa came, the house was too small to
meet the mods, so he purchased property that would accommo
date forty beds, Later Fliednor, with four deaconesses, came
to assist him* This Institution Is regarded as the first
Protestant CStoroh hospital in the Itoitod States, Interest
spread and before long Christian people of different danomina*-
tions wentod to do the same thing* Miss Dorol^jea Dix, as
jm.*f PP* 120, 121
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superintend^t of female zsurses for Xkd,Ga Anqy, vas
favorably Impressed vith the work of these deaeoziesses and
gave them mueh publicity
Other X^theran groups %&ieh started hospitals were the
Homegian lAitheran in Brooklyn, Sew l&spk, \*iich invited Sistor
Elisabeiai Fedde, of Oslo, llorway, to come ^d establish a
deaconess home and hospital, and the Swedish l;utheran ChUrch
which started hospitals primarily through the efforts of
Pastor B� A� Pbg�d.str�X9i| of Omaha, Hebraska.^
In 1855 Bev� Horace Stringfellow, an Bplscopal clergy
man of Baltimore, Iferyland, interested two young wcwaen of his
parish to become nursing deaconesses. The bishop of the Mary'�>
land Diocese assured them of a livelihood if thoy devoted their
lives to nursing the siok members of the parish, and he recog
nised th�si as deaconesses. Their order became known as the
Sisters of the Good ^epherd. Other deaconess orders were
soon formed among the l^iso<^lians,^^
A missimary training school, previously organized by
Mrs, J� S� K^er, herself a ^lyslelan and the wife of a Hot^-
odist minister f became tho first lK>me of Methodist deaconesses
I3M*i PP� 121�122,
^JM^M pp. 123 fl^.
IIM^f PP* I25fl26.
in this coimtry. She and har daaeonasses workod mong the
poor In the tenem^t dlstrlets of CSalcago* Due to Interest
aroused In her work| a group of Methodist osn laet in CShlcago
in 1888 and founded Wesley Hospital, Deaconesses becaxae in
fluential in founding a ntaaher of Methodist hospitals. ^'^
Pour other denominations were also active in the care
of the sick. The first hospital and deaconess horae of the
SvangeHcal and Refonaed Church was the Svungellcal Dec-con^
ess Hospital in 3t� liouls, erected in 1689. ^e Hemonitos
started i�e Bethel Deaconess Hospital in Newton, Kansas, in
1907, and later added two otherS| one at Itountaln Lake, Min
nesota, and another at Beatrice, Hehraska* Their deacon
esses nursed for a pittance. The Presbyterian Hospital in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, was founded in 1895 to give medi
cal and surgical aid to all who needed it, together with
ministrations of the gospel. The Baptist Church has many
hospitals i^ich were in the beginning inspired by the need
of caring for its own sick as well as lay th� need ^ insti
tutional training for its deaconesses.
Interdcaalnatlonal Protestant deaconess gro\q[>s were
also organisod which founded such hospitals as the Deaconess
IWL*f PP� 126,127.
^7 Ibid,, pp. 127-131*
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Bme and Hospital of Cincinnati, Clilo, In 1950 thar� war�
516 Protastant shiroh-relLted li&spitals In tho Uhltad Statos
having 7^fOh7 Iseds and 11,093 bassinets , with an average
daily oecxjpancy in all of 60,629 patients. FOtar hundred of
these hospitals are affiliated vith the ^rloan Protestant
Hospital Association.5^
ppyjo^. The first Catholic msrslag order in the Ifialted
States was founded in 1809 at Biesidtsharg, Maryland, by Moth*
er Elizabeth Ann Seton. Father du Boorg, later archbishop,
recognijsing her devotion and ability, oallsd on her to fotmd
the Sisters of CSiarity of St* Vincent de Paul, a society
i^ch was to prove influential in establishisg hospitals and
uursing orders thr^hout the tialted States. The Sisters of
Hasareth was founded in Eantuclsy by one, Father David, an
eslle trma France, At the same tiioe, anotl^er priest. Father
Serinlac, also a French osdle, founded the Sisters of Loretto
in the same state. It was no unusual sight to see the sisters
riding on horseback to visit the sick, 59
By 1823 Mother Set<�5*8 Sisters of Charity were running
the Baltiiaore Infinaaryi now the Tlniversl^ of Maryland
^ WL*f P* 131*
^9 Ibid,, p, 132.
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Hospital* the sisters reeeived iastruotlon in nursing care
frcMB professors of the Iftiiversity* Ihey read a portion of
the B1Wj� daily ia each of the wards
In 1828 four sisters frcaa the Saaittsljiurg CcHjaeunlty
near Baltiaiorei Maryland, took over the wcrk in the Muilaa-
phy Hospital in St� Louis, Missouri, generally recognised as
the first really Catholic hospital In the TSilted States.
Sven thouf^ other orders came into esdstenco, there were mt
�&ou^ sisters to meet demands* In Nashville, Tennessee, for
instance, Catholic girls f^m a nearliy orphanage were trained
Isy the sisters to help in hospital nursing *^^
The Catholic Hospital Association of the IMted States
and Canada lists tho total number of Catholic hospitals in
these two countries in 19^?* at 1,038 with 160^058 beds and
25,36^ bassinets.^2
ftitoX;lt�B }amJJm ia^ s^mnmis^* ^� story
of Bemadotte and hor vision of the Tirgln Mary inspired many
to make healing pl3Lgrimages to Lourdes, France* The year 1872
saw pilgrims froa all over Franco \fho visited th� Virgin's
shrine* Since th^ the siok have formed a long line in front
^ �b^*> p� 133.
6^ p. 13^*
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ef the Chiarch of the Ho3y Rosayy there, Wien the consecrated
Best Is carried by in procession, aiiraculoits healings have
been reported. Doctors exaMning ^e patients have freqpiently
issued certificates veriiying a work of heidln^, fo prove the
authenticity of such he^aings the Rcaaan �3atholic Church invites
doctors of all faiths to investigate, ^3
Th� healing shrine in itoerica that attracts most atten-
ti^ is that of St, Anne de Boaupro in Quebec, Canada, Once,
severEl storm-tossod sailors from Brittany vowed to build a
itelne if they %fere afforded a safe landing. This shrine is
the resiat. In the laying �f the foundation, one of the work
men suffering from severe rheumatic pains was speputedly healed.
At the base of the statue of Saint Anne are hundreds of crutches
and offerings! ovidences of past healings,^
l^^egt^l^ �&i2^ ^^ podern SSS^M* Pastor
John Blushardt, th� latheran j^stor of a village <dbiurch, was a
faith healer of some reputation in the nineteenth century Q�p-
many. Through his prayers, one Ctottlieben Dittus, affected by
apparitions and noises, was healed. This cure was followed 1^
a religious revival over a large area, during Mhtub. many people
came to him for spiritual help and for healing. In 18^2 this
�iM*9 PP� 135-138.
^ Ibid.y pp, llfl,lJ+2.
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pastor purchased the �ate3?lag place at Boll, noted for its
sia^iur springs, and dediceted it to Qiristian healing, tee
tiian a hundred p tients ccmld be treated in Iiis �hospitca" at
one time, Ttm pastor devoted much of his time to personal
interviews with people in stress end to a large corro;;pond-
ence ^th inquirers after help. He never professed to be of
himself instrmnental in healing. He believed that God was
the author of iiecaing. He did feel God had given him a spe
cial g3.ft for discerning His will in these matters, and he
always insisted that the patient sincerely repent of his sins.
Pastor Bltssihardt was more interested in the salvation of tho
soul than in the healing of the body,^?
the Shaker sect started in a Quaker revival in Bnglakiod
in 1!^7* Mother Mxm suooeeded the originsl leaders, 3am and
Barnes Wardley, and she traveled the c(�2ntxy, beccming woll-
known as a faith hoaler, Th0 commtmity believed they had
pcjwor over physical disoase,^^ shoir influence extended into
the modem p^iod*
In the nineteenth century there were many advanoos^nts
in medicinei siurgory, and in the care of tho siok* Hagie and
superSt iticm were gradually being sup^codod by scientific
lbid,f pp* lifS-lMf,
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research. Nursing grew to a professlcsaal status, The stand
ards of lay nursing were brought to a par with those of the
religious orders, And, when lay nursing was vastly Itnproved
In professlcmal and clinical requirements, th� religious
orders, In turn, embraced tl^ new standards, ^'^
qfarl,stlari^ Science . Following a serioxis fall on the
ice, Mary Baker Eddy (b, 1821) felt that God healed her accord
ing to her faith. She says that in this experience she dis
covered the Christ science of divine laws of life, truth, and
love, and she named her discovery "Cairlstian Science**, Retired
from the public for three years, she devoted herself to study,
prayer, and to the writing of the principles of health and
life. Believing that she had grasped a great truth she felt
that her next step was to teach it to others. She first
formed a class in Mind Science at Xynn, Massaehussetts, but
soon saw that if the healing of Christian Science were to
continue, a college of instruction must be founded. In I879
th� Christian Scientist Association was formed and incorporated
as the Church of Christ, Scientist, in Boston, with Mrs, Eddy
as pastor. The ^oiarnal. founded in I883, was designed to
bring health and healing into the homes,^
67 Ibid., pp. lifr5,lH6.
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Ttm first metSisg of tba Ilaticaaal CJhristian Seientist
Association was Uald in X868 in (Iiicago* The first Boston
church, built in 189^', was in 1906| replaced by a large gr^�
ite and stone church. By then "The CSiristian Science Monitor**
was reaching a wide audience. In I909 the First catmrch of
Qjrlst, Scientist, was dedicated in totdon, England.^9
The doctrine of this church �snphasises the power of
Blind over laatter. A quotation suggests the direction of the
teachings of this organization j
There is only one reality, and that is mind and mind
is God� The divine science enablas the individual to
mderstand life, truth, and Icve, and these cast out error
and heal the sick. As the believer accepts this principle,
he achieves a cnoness with God that denies the oadstence
of sickness or pain�70
This mov^Qsnt assumed suoh sifnificanoe in AE^rioan
life that it caused both the Qiurch and the mdiccl world to
re*ovaluate their approach to the pati^t* Qm� doctors
bogan to observe for the first time the effects of i^irit-
ual states on the body. In suM&ary, the Ctzristian Soictaco
mov^ent has led to a greater degree of mutual understanding
between Christian mi!]isters and msdical mm conc^ning their
71
respective callings*'
^9 jn^,, pp. 153-156.
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Two offsprings of Ciirlstiiui Science, having their in
ception in beHof in healing, are the Hew 'nioi;^t Ilovment,
which has gained a considerable following in toffl?ie; , and tho
tfcity School of Ghrl3tianlty,72
A Mr, and to, Oaarles Flllaore, identified as found
ers of Hoitir, advertised themselves as healers and teachers,
and soon had followers. Tho first t&Hty CSiurcdi was ostah-
lished in Kansas City In 1906, tJhlike Bddylsn, t^ls school
teaches the reality of tho body and Its Ills but insists that
the recognition of one*s own deity brings dellvearanee from
sio3sness. All enHght^ed p&r&ons can say with CSurist, thoy
t#ach, **1 and my f^thor are One," Their system of belief is
pantheistic�''3
ISommi.* ^ �lsrgym�a� a? � ELwood Woi>.
Chester and Bov� teiuol McCooib, and a medical doctor, Isador
Corlat, oi*$cjc}lz&d the Emnuel Movement, 'which taa^jies that
God has power to cure disease but that His method varies. If
the disease needs lasdidi^ or smeary, God uses these to serve
Plis purpose. If the disease is functional, Ood heals t3m>ugh
the mind or th� spirit. The leaders of this TOvenient in study
ing mlraclGs of hec-liag in the Gospels, ccsicluded there was
Ibid,, pp* I6l,l6if.
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sometimes a high correlation between idjysieal illness and
moral states. With this in mind, they began working with
consumptives in tenement districts, eisgaging �iem in weekly
meetings. Results were repca?ted to be as good as those found
in the most favored sanatoria. Interested state officials
discovered that the personalities of the three men was a
vital factor in the improvement of the patients. Their work
attracted the attention of medical man of naticaial reputation
who subscribed willingly of their talents to its further
progress. Patients were first examined by a psj^hiatrist
or physician, who in turn referred them to the clergymen,
who ministered to them in spiritual things, making much use
of Scripture and prayer.7^
This movement ^ich began early in the twentieth cen
tury, became well-known by the second and third decade. Other
ministers began to investigate the possibility of working
alongside physicians in treating patisnts for functional
disorders. Dr. Samuel Fallows, the rector of St. Paulas CSiurch
in Chicago, for instance, established a spiritual healing
clinic in his church on the Emmanuel plan, with the coopera
tion of certain physicians.75
^ Ibid., pp. 169-178.
75 pp. 181-183.
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^t|Bdlcal miflslons. The pxlmary motive in early mis-
alms vas to save sosils for eternity, bat It is only in re
cent years th&t the healLlng compassion of Jesus has hecme a
dominant force in Ghristlan missions, Ctoe of the early Prot
estant missionaries to show much interest in medical work was
Bohert Morrison, who went to Cljina in I808. Hot a doctor
himself, nevertheless he ispened a dispensary in Canton, plac
ing a native practioner at tho head of the clinic,
As the work of mlssicms grew and missionaries became
inoroaslngly aware of mch needless physical suffering, thoy
inevitably felt like doing sai^thlng about the situation. It
became a growing conviction with them that the work of hoaHng
bodies could be a most valuable adjunot to that of saving
souls � And so today medical missions is an established part
of the entire missionary program of the Church, Many 'yiiekly
populatiNl and thinly populated regions still most depend
largely on the medical missionaries caring for their sick,77
4 ^fflgagyy sL history. In tho Early Oiurch were
those appointed to care for the sick, Otaaer Christians, even
though not among the appointed few, did vti&t thoy eotOd to
assist the n�ody. In process of time, the care of the sick
7^ Ibid., pp. 186-183.
77 pp, 190,191�
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oame into the hai^s of the monks and mtns in the monasteries.
Ahout tlie time of the (tesades �h^ hospitals were ne^od,
many widows gave of their time to the eare of the wounded and
the diseased � In the twelth and thirte^tJi centuries many
nursing orders were foiS3dod# In the decades preceding tho
Reformation tho Church's interest in the welfare of tho sick
waned considerably. An mtm of apathy toward thes set in,
\&iXQh was to last for almost ISiree hundred years. In the
seventeenth and oighteonth centuries private initiative in
helping the sick appeared in Europe when individual clergy
men here and there took the matter into their own haMs. Tho
Gorruption of the ninete^th eentury turned many to z^ligion,
at the same tis^ awakening in thm a new social omsoienoo
^ibloh bogan to express itself in attention to th� ill. The
advances in zaodi^l science and the raising of nursing stand
ards had by then also mad� for renewal of interest in the
sick, so such so that in the latter part of the century hos
pitals were largely in secular hands. This trend has con-
tinuod tin mm most hospitals in Amoricj^ are not affiliated
with churches.
Our centw has witnessed a disla^ust in man's ability
to discover laaterial sources of healing, and there has been
a ccaiset'WMat turning to individuals and sects believing in
faith healing* Sam of the exponents of he : ling gospels
are sincere in their following tlie Bible toa^iings. Some
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place undue ^phasls effecting a cur� by the discipline of
thought�a technique not in Imnaony with the teaching of
Jesus whose emphasis is on th� power of God.
As will be discovered in the next chapter, some
chixrches are still active in th� car� of the sick, but the
majority leave the responsibility with th� family and the
hospital.
CHAPTER til
PRESENT DAY PRACTICE IN THE CARE OF THE SICK
T� discover to %dmt extent Protestant denessdnations
mplo^ church weapkers and to learn i^t is being done by way
of preparing t^ese workers for the task of sick-vlsitatimi
questionnaires wer� sent to thirty-one dencsainational head
quarters* Twmty-seven replies were returned* Many of those
responses included addresses idiere further informatioxi might
be obtained. These suggestions were followed* What was con
sidered to be an adequate sampling of seminary catalogs re
vealed that at prosont almost no courses are being offered
th� minister or the church worker to prepare them for a siok
visitation program* Ten seminaries offered scm@ clinical
training in sick visitation in general or mental hospitals.
Only one denminationi Church of Jesus Christ of I�att�r-Day
Saints I seessed to have an adequat� denominational program of
training for church workers. Six dencaainations reooamonded
reading courses j and thirteen advised that the worker take
courses in the denominational seminaries. Findings from tho
questicmnaires are discussed according to den^dnations , Tho
catalogs are discussed in alphabetical order* Two special
courses in clinical training are discussed at ^� end of tho
Ohaptor.
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I, TOlDIKaS FROM QTJESTIOMAIRBS
Weslevan Mataiodlat q^urch. A deaeozisss course ot
study 1� provided for in the local church* It loads to the
consecration of deaconesses, who hold office cax a volunteer
basis, Aiaong specified readings required in preparation for
th� work, one book in nursing is recOTasajdodi Anna C, Max
well and ^ B� Pope's PrffiUff^, mn^M.*
llQjJeg^ Sam^- ^^is body maintains two
schools where young women may �loot courses in visiting and
caring for the sick, Hho Lutheran Deaconess Motherhous� and
Training School, in Baltimore, MeursTland, in training young
wesaen for parish work as deaconesses and as lay workers, of
fers a course. Theory and Principles of Parish Practice, in
ii^iich visitation is stressed. Students spend one afternoon
oaeh week of one s^ester in hospital end congregational vls-
itljag* Th� hospital visiting Is don� imder the supervision
of th� hospital chaplain, idio lectures cm such visitatimi*
Tho lutheran Doaooness Hospital in Chicago has a
deaconess training school as well as a fully accredited
nurses* training school, 13iose in th� deaconess course often
choose parish missionary work, which work Involves c<witact-
ing new families, visiting th� sick, aM being a pastor's
helper.
Wm^Xl<^�J< ItUtaaerafi qbm'^. If th0 local church here
has a parish %fOrk�r, the of visiting the sidfc is shared
W the pastor �a3d parish worker. In iMlditiiMii there may he
teams of lay workers who visit the sick. The parish worker
receives a salajsy hut the lay workers are usually volunteers*
The only requir^ent for the parii^ worker is grf du^ition from
<me of t^e five denominationcl s�aior colleges , from on� of
the three Bible institutes, or tvom a state university.
Preparation for sick visitation seems to have no part
in the formal training of th� church worker. Literature deal
ing with hor duties, however, advises th� study of R. C, Cabot
and a* U Dicks* jSaa iEi fi� !11n^i,fi^t'^r,te ^ and Stan
ley Anderscaa's %oyy fMMK m fOJS;Mfil Counselor.
SUM I]|3?,^tj^oyn SS^j�Sij3k� This denomination urges tho
church worker to take pastoral courses at toitington Seminary
or at the Institute of Pastoral Car� in Boston, Massachusetts*
Th� course in pastoral work at Htmtington includes work wi^
the sick as a dofinit� imit of instruction together with a
field project of sick visitation, Th� instruction given at
the Institute of Pastoral Care will be discussed later in
th� chapter.
This chureii usually solicits its workers on a volun-
t��r basis, Pbr those who have had no coiu-ses dealing with
visitation, the following home reading cotzrse is recommondeds
*i'9
Edwin F� HaXlenbeck's Passjofi fpr So^s; Irving Fisher and
Eugene L. Flsk's to Llvei Walter I*. Pyle�s A ^ual ^
l^^ymfll Ss:sl.imi Jtidson �� Ccmant*s Eveyv-m^ber Evangelic i
I.anoreaux� ^ Infolding I^jfe; and Selden's ^jstorv
,Deac<^es^ Movement,
PM?^ei^ a� -tfh^ Brethom. Church visitors are not
trained locally but may receive training at Bethany Biblical
SssBinary, Chicago, Illinois. The Seminary teaches a course
entitled. Clinic in Ministering to th� Sick, which gives th�
stiident opportunity to rec�lvQ practical �xperlenc� in the
hospital associated with the Seminary.
jyi^elical aj^ fi^fOI^ed S^3�S^'' are several
deaconess homes in this denomination, the largest one being
located at St. Louis, Missouri. All deaconesses recclv� their
oduoatlon in th� "Mother house**. After oompleting hor course
of training, the deaconess takes her vow in a consecration
service held In the church, ^M.oh vow is ccasparaKle to the
pastor's ordination vow.
Even though this training is available, this chiurch
is finding it increasingly difficult to secure yoiang women
willing to devote their lives to deaconess work. And \diat is
true of the Evangelical and Eeformed Church seeins to be true
of most diurches.
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SalQ^ Si iSSm SSiSXS^ si L^tt^F-te msM* care
of the siek in this gro\^ is handled through an organijsation
known as th� "Belief Society of th� Ghur^ of Jesus Christ of
Z&ttor-Hay Saints ��� The puriiose of tho society is tl^o~foldl
to make investigations and recommesidations for ward bishops
in rogard to the needs of CSwch families 5 and to conduct odu*
oational work in aH local dtiurci^s for th� stt^ of uniform
courses in theology, literature, and social soionco,
A tmi^ut aspect of the Balief Society program is its
visiting teachij^ activity wherein families are visited one�
a iBon^ by two visiting teachers, Tho teachers deliver a
spiritual messago mad not� cases of nedd or illness. These
ar� reported to tho president who discusses the cases of need
with tho bishop I th� sick may then b� visited by th� president
himself, ^e visiting teadi^rs receive Instructions at a
iwmthly meeting at ^^ich they also report on their visits.
If a sick person needs hospitalization or other special modi-
oal care, he is parovlded for under a Chur<^-wld� Welfare
Plan* If oaro at home is needed, it is arranged for elt^ior
on a voluntary or professlcml basis.
yy9l?^Sl?fflt^ MMffiPft^ SSmS^* ^ spaclal
training for th� <^niroh worker required by the dencaalaatlon*
Ther� are sisters and deaconesses mSio care for the sick, but
their work is regulated "by a particular sisterhood %ihich is
not directly related to a local <^urch.
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liiQs� "books constitute a core of suggested re ading for
the church vorker; R. C, Oahot and H. L. Dicks* s�.
Ministering j;^ .g^l B. Dicks* ^ ^ Visited M^
WoaiM^M HaU^?; mUam 6^oose*s Pastoral Pavcholc^yg
l^fte^ffttg, Comunlties ^ ^ Enlscoual Churchy by Holy
Cross Publishers.
M#.moi4,^ Cfeurc^ ^ Morth iQgg^. Individual congre-
gatl<�is soiuetiiaos employ a church visitor, and the position is
usually on a salary basis, The Cabiwch has a training program
at their Chicago Seminary and on� at the Bethel Deaconess Hos
pital and Home for th� Aged, Hewton, Kansas.
The deaconess training includes a survey of -what the
early churches did in c ring for t^ie sick. Deaconess stu
dents are required to do a minimum amount of actual visiting
of th� sick. In connection with this work they are furnished
with appropriate Scripttn-e passages and short devotional
messages and prayers.
Suggested reading materials for the churdtj visitor are
th� following books I William Gooloose's Pastqral Psvci^ology
and H. C. Cabot and H. L� Dicks* ^ Klnlstorlng ^ JjIj^
Sjck,
^Seventh I)ry j^^veyitlst Cjbffl:ch. Among the Adventists
no trainixig is given the church worker in sick visitation
other than that i�Mch workers gather incidentally in courses
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in practical church wojk and procedures given in the denomi
national colleges. These institutions offer courses for
"Bihle instructors**, injiio are young women preparing to devote
their lives to rec ding the Bible to the people in their
homes �
Presbyte;i^iffl Church ^ jy^g United Sta,tes. Some of the
chiirches in this denomination employ directors of religious
education whose duties may or may not include visiting the
sick, Th� denoninc^ ticaial training school at Richmond, Vir
ginia, gives a course, Personal SvLng�lisn and Parish Visita
tion, which touches upon th� opportunities, privileges and
responsibilities of visiting the sick. But these are pri
marily for pastors.
^m:.m9,%X^mX christian church. This body, as se^s
to be th� case with most denominations, leaves th� question of
church workers entirely to the discretion of th� local church.
It offers no advice on the duties of church workers,
p^g^4p;i.g� ^ Sal^ fflas^. in the larger Disciples
churches are persons deslgmted as church workers or pastoral
helpers, but insofar as the writer knows, no courses are given
to prepare for visiting the sick, Th� detiominntional head
quarters recommended th< t church visitors read R, C, Cabot
and H, L, Dicks* ^mu9L }�,VX^^^^n M^ ^l^'
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pqt^therfi l^thodlst This group has been organ-
lised for just alavmi years aiMi, thus far, the pasters have
assuaed th� duties of visiting the sick,
Methodist �paupQ|^. !4any of the more progressive
churches of the dfisiomination hs ve oi^anised a program of lay
visitation which includes visiting the sick, Ther� is no
formal program of training for church workers in sick visita
tion in the donoinin tion but the dononinational seninaries,
such as Drow Ualverslty Theological School and anory X&iiver-
sity School of Theology, offer clinical training courses
which are of value to the church worker.
Ha^i^en^ caiuroh. Tlis Ilasarene churches that are able
to provide for trained church workers include visiting tho
sick as one of their duties. !Ehe denomination has no train
ing program but th� church workers usually have seminary
training, which includes some psychology courses.
Assemblies Ojf Ood. Here again there was found no
dencMlnational plan for training church workers in sick visita
tion. Some local diupches do use church worfcors but T�diataver
preparation given, if any, is left to the local church.
Cpaurch Althou^ the Church of God makes no
particular pawlslons for th� work in question, a local church
may use Initiative and ^age independently in using chmrch
9^
MOikiSTa for purposes of sick visitation. ThB church at
Anderson, Indiana, has four to six vomen who do visitation
work, the number varying from time to time, The work is
done on a volunteer basis and the workers spend on an aver
age frcM two to four afternoons a week calling on the sick
and the shut-ins of tim church. Because this church is the
"headquarters'* church of the movement, many of the retiring
ministers come to live at Anderson. Most of the ladles
do the caJJUng are 1^� widows of ministers. Their years of
^sperleno� well qualifies them for the task.
MssUm IWim^m ^,mk<i^%l9^' ho training program
for church workers is mentioned in respaase to the question
naire, but the ministers of the denomination are urged to
attend the pastoral trrfining course at Massachusetts General
Hospital in connoction with the Institute of Pastoral Care,
This course is also available to church workers.
fis^T^tlst Church. Hortft. Bach loctil church in this affil
iation plans its own visitation program. Many of the churches
use retired ministers or assistant ministers to do sick vis
itation. The Baptist Missionary Training School in dilcago
and th� Baptist Institute in Philadelphia are designated to
triiin young women for church work generally, including field
work in sick visitation.
II, TOIDIRGS FaO!*! SEMIMRX CATiiLOGS
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The writer exaadned the catalogs of thirty-five repre
sentative Americ: n sraainaries and l^med that all offered
psychology coxtrses for pastors and chttrch workers. Only a
few offered courses specifically dealing with the problems
Of the sick. Some of th� senlnariec offered, for pastors,
clinical experience in general or mental hospitals. Several
s^ninGrias i'ecamiended that pastors and church workers take
t3i� couises offered at the Institute of Pastoral Care in
Boston or at the Council for Clinical Training in How York
City, aese two centers for training in the care of the
sick will be discussed at the end of tho ohapt�r. Meantime
those seminaries whose catalogs include courses in sick care
are monticmed, with some description of their offerings.
iA9J.^E Em^m V^^,9X9,fX^^X ^^oAAfiiry? Hewton Centre,
Massachusetts (Hcarthorn Baptist). Courses are offered in
psychology and in counseling. Ekaphasis is centered in the
summer school clinical course offered in conjunction with
th� Institute of Pastoral Care.
AustijQ Seminary. Austin, Tsocas, of tho Presbyterian
Qiurch. One course is offered in pastoral counseling which
includes a discussion of sick visitaticsi, counseling of indi
viduals and groups, and the selection and training of church
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loaders, a study la made of various cases illustrating nor
mal personality problems. Each student is assigned patients
in a local hospital for his ollnioal experiences and reports
of his visitation are studied collectively.
Berkeley Baptist Divinity School. Berkeley, Califor
nia. The course in pastoral counseling Includes the care of
the afflicted, the sick, and the bereaved. This course is
not regularly offered, but only as requested,
Bethany Biblical Seminary. Chicago, Illinois, of tho
Chui^h of the Brethren, 3he course. Pastoral Ministry, in
cludes the call to the ministry, preparation for service,
choice of a field, entering and leaving a pastorate, pasto
ral Galling, calling on the sick, and the pastor's records
and reports. The christian Education department maintains a
clinic in ministering to the sick. The student spends time
in a hospital as a nurses* aide, during which she attends
seminar sessions with members of the medical and nursing
staff. For the remainder of the quarter, visitation of
patients is don� under the supervision of the chaplain, who
also conducts seminars each week discussing interviews writ
ten up by students, prerequisites for the course are a
coiiTse in Mental Hygiene and ono in Personal Counseling,
Biblical Seminary. New York City. In the department
of Christian Education, the course, psychology of Religious
Behavloiir Problems, Is a study of those who react against
nornrl religious life and faith in an exaggerated nanner,
bocoQiing th� behaviour problous in the Christian homo, church,
and society. The findings of psycholc^y and mentta health
clinic:, 1 a^thods are studied to discover the contribution
which religion should make to deviates such as ^ese*
^aXym^^X Spte-ft^r ^ ^M23MSLf Boston, Hassa-
chusetts. At the Boston Psychopathic Hospital, this Metho
dist school has a full-time clinical piN^cticum for pastors
and other professional woi-kors. Also in oooperution wl15i
other theological sciiools and agencies of the Boston area,
tho School pi rticipates in th� Institute of Pastoral Ci-ro,
th� purpose of this Institute is to organize, develop and
support a comprehanslvG �ducat ion<il and research program in
the field of pastoral care, with special reference to the
sick, using opportunities offered by clinical training as a
primary means to this end. Th� Institute offers several
seminars dwing th� regular academic year.
Ife4ws;^-Wr g<Ste??r MM^9 Indianapolis,
Indiana, offers several courses which ml^t weH serve the
needs of the church worker. Thro� of these courses arci
Psychology of Pastoral GouQseliP-g�an an^ilysis of the treat-
mmt of religious difficulties in individuals; Pastoral
work�a consideration of primary pastoral duties including
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special types of c:^lls, such as a. lis on the sick, the shut-
in, and tho bereaved 5 and Mvanced Pastoral CotmseUnc�a
study based on case materials of problems of special inter
est suoh as religious doubts, conflicts and anxietie guilt,
physical illnass, and marriage.
CiaYp3. ^ainarvT Grand Rapids, mchigan, of tOie Chris
tian Refoniod diurclu Ki� course in Pastoral OJieology deals
witli scriptural principles governing tho oversi^t of the
flock of God and aims at preparing the future minister tm
tho wise, syapathotic , and devout ozercise of the shepherd's
office,
^9^rM^ �m^mtlf Chicago, Illinois, of
th� Congregational Gh\u*ch, Two courses are offered to assist
the pastor in counseling, one of theaa being case-c�nter�d�
Ther� is also a course entitled Client-contered Therapy and
the Work of the Pastor.
CIiicagQ ]^uth�ran Th^^-;^^'X(^l �m^mM,^ provides cUnl-
eal opportunities under the Council for Clinloal Training and
the Institute of Pastoral Care at Chicago's Augustana Hospi
tal.
gplV^^a,, ^^ologloal S^ainary. Decatur, Georgia, of
th� Presbyterian Ghurdi, presents a number of psychology
courses for preachers, on� of Tdilch should prove most helpful.
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Personal Therapy. This cotirse describes general problems of
personality difficulties and presents a sxxrvey of procediu7es
corarionly employed to remove them.
�m ^xiXy^p^ity Tftfoj^pai^a;?. ^^^oojL, >ladison, Hew tork,
of the Methodist Church. This seminary offers a Clinical
Pastoral Training Course ii*lch requires twelve weeks of resi
dence either at a general or mental hospital, or at a correc
tional institution. A clinical seminar course is also given
in the Stat� mental hospital. A cota>se. The Church and Men
tal Haalth, discusses th� relation batween religion and
health.
WmX Mv?;^gity �^jQ80l St tlfW9l9^Y9 Atlanta, Georgia,
of the Methodist Ctoiirch, has a course in oUnical training
that requir�s a thr0�-months * internship in Grady Hospital
\md�r th� instruction of the hospital chaplain, who is accred
ited by the National Coimcil for Clinical Training.
BnlscQpal Theological Scl^ooly Cambridge, Massachusetts.
This school requires twelve weeks of clinical pastoral train
ing under th� Institute of Pastoral Car�, th� Council for
Clinical Training, and other facilities approved by the school,
Garrett Biblical Seminary. Svanston, Illinois, of th�
Methodist CSiurch, has these courses: Social Welfare and th�
Community, vhlch discusses tho parish syst�n of rellsf , the
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developaeat of health programs, and aids to the physically
and socially handicapped; Mvanced Pastoral Cknmsellng which
Includes studies of religious doubts and conflicts, guilt,
and anadety; a clinical course under the auspices of the
Council of CHnlcal training, ^lioh offers clinical experi
ence in fields of mental Illness, physical illness, and delin
quency; and Laboratory Course in Pastoral Counseling.
HjBTvard p^,.Yi|^|^y Schopl, Cambridge, Massachusetts,
gives a seminar in Pastoral Care centering around a study of
illness and bereavement.
^Iiffltiu^to?:^ ThQolp^lfsa^ SmkBSZf Huntington, Indiana,
of the tMlted Brethem in Christ Church, catalogs a coiffse in
Pastoral Work which includes procedures of coimseling and
visitation.
Lut^heran T^00;!(,ffig3i,ffiftA �m^JQ3�Zi Gettysburg, Pennsylvania,
has two courses I Pastoral Ministry, which discusses the pre
paration for th� work of ministering to th� individual, the
sick and suffering, the sorrowing, and th� family; and Pasto
ral Ministry to Problem Parishioners, which Informs concern
ing physical, mental, and moral Illness. Training at the
Council for Clinical Training Is recommended.
mm9T^tQ BibJ^ical Seminarvy Chicago, Illinois, has
one unit on th� Pastoral Ministry i^ch emijhasizes calling on
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til� sick, arid another. Personal Counseling, which includes
comiseling in physical and mental illness,
&,^m%m Vf^ml9K%ml SS^miSLi Princeton, New Jersey,
of th� Presbyterian Church, through Dr. J<to S. Bcamell of
fers, Th� Cure of Souls. Clinical Training at the New Jer
sey Stat� Hospital in Trenton gives �xp�Pi�nc� in counseling
the mmtally ill.
Southsrn Bantis,t Theoa^ogjcal Semjn^y. Louisville,
Kentucky, seems keenly aware of the needs of th� pastor in
the care of the sick, Th� course listed as "The Pastoral
Care of th� Sick and the Bereaved" covers the psychology of
the various illnesses, both mental and physical, )^ch a
pastor encounters clinically. It centimes with a psycho
logical analysis of bereavement as it has be^ obs�rv�d imd�r
controlled conditions, and as it appears under the pastoral
situation, Th� particular role that raligious experience
plays in giving these common crises of people an ultimat�
meaning and determining th� pattern of their lives is pre-
desEiinant in these psychological descriptions. This course
uses the material which students bring from their parish
situations as course data. In scsse instances, students are
employed as part-time chaplains of hospitals. In this capac
ity they ar� sometimes able to provide fellow students with
clinical opportiuiities .
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The ccmrse listad Psychology of Ecligion is tatight
entirely in the context of hospitals over a period of ten
woelcs, snsaner term, when the student laust spend fuH ti: ;e
taking this course, The case history, seminar, staff con
ference, and individual supervision of students* pastoral
work are teclmiques used In the teaching of this course.
Ill, SPECIAL COIXRSSS HI CLUCtCAI. TBAIKIHG
^ I|^SSfcte,t,^, ^ f^�%PT^l SiEe, There are six train
ing centers in the United States that offer sumn^r training
in ^storal care of th� sick. Pour of the centers offer two
sessions of six weeks each and t\io centers cmly one session.
The location of the centers are chosen upon th� basis of
avallabi3Llty of competent pastoral supervision, th� accessi
bility of staff members, and the institution's standing in
its own profession, T!ie aims as listed by th� Institute are
as follows? (1) to �nabl� th� stud^.t to gain an understand
ing of people, thair deeper motlvaticm and difficulties,
their �aotl<mal strengths and woaknessesj (2) to help each
student develop effective pastoral methods for ministering to
people, recognizing his unique r�sources, responsibilities,
and limitations�as a clergyman; (3) to help the student learn
how to work cooperatively with representatives of other profes
sions and to utilize commuiiity rosom^ces toward achieving laor�
effective living j and (k) to encourage a desire for further
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understanding, particularly such as may be obtained through
appropriate research.
Pull tlTie work at an approuad hospital is given dur
ing the period of training, �axing the first two weeks of
ea<^ session, the students work three hours daily as volun
teer orderlies, to bectaae acquainted with the total task of
cariag for the sick* For th� remaining four weeks, they
s�rve as assistant chaplains and call on patients imdar the
close supervision of th� chaplain and his staff. Two meet
ings are held each day vdien members of tho medical staff
give lectures to the students | repres�ntativ�s of th� Nurs
ing Service, Social Service, and Admitting Offic� also mest
and talk wilSi the stud^ts ,
All aprlicantc must eltlier b� enrolled in, or altaml
of seminaries or other accredited tr inlng schools, or have
heA three y�ars professional experience, or present othor
qualifications lihieh will bring them within th� scope of tho
Institute's function and purpose.
IS^ tel^,^* ^ al^s of the
Coxmcil are alnost ld�atleal with those of the Institute of
Pastoral Care. At the present time, the Council is ccmpossd
of a group of apiaroximately twenty-five well-trained chap
lains who conduct clinic: 1 pastoral training programs in
tlieir separate hospitals, being representatives of the Church.
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Tti� CoTmell accepts stMents for not less than one
twelve week quarter. Increasingly students are reouestiag
a year of clinical trailing i^ch will furnish a more thor
ough and widespread experience*
Theological students in good standing in their semi
naries, and their wives, receive first preference in appoint
ment. This is particularly true during summer quarters.
ClergyE�n and otl^r religious workers receive second pre
ference. 13i�y ar� encouraged to enter training at other
than the summer quarters.
In the groups that ccane for training, it has heen
found that some students manifest tendencies that make for
group disruption. Members of the grot?) usually expect some
thing to happen on their notebooks, not within themselves.
Sagperience has shown, however, that the need is not always
for more information? frequently a group atmosphere must be
cre.'ited in which th� studmt can s�� himself in interaction
with o^ers, can dare to face his own needs, and can find
help in effecting changes in his own behaviour. By accept
ing hostility without retaliation, pemitting and encouraging
expression of a variety of feelings, and continually striving
to clarify what is happening, the group leader helps craat�
the atmosphere in ii<hich members can be themselves and dis
card their defences. The inspiration of a good leader en
courages members of th� group to analyze their ovm social
6?
interactions, Dr# LasHa^ in this conneeticm makes the
following observation J
The goal of the clinical training group is thus in-
dici^ted as being one of stressing the importance of inter
personal interaction. I-latisrity in dealing with others
cannot be learned free a book cr from lecturing? it comes
onlv after individuals have learned to accept each other
wim appreciation and hi ve le; med to set aside Individual
roles or personal prejudices or egocentric needs in the
interest of working towi^rd common purposes. It is the
leader^s task to initiate a permissive atmosphere in
which the students feel free to talk of their own concerns.
The goal of tkm group is then to seek out the deeper,
more personal implic: tions of each topic dlsctissed. Con
tacts with patients suggest the topics for consideration?
interaction within the group helps to make possible a
personal application of phenomana observed in the wards.
i Robert C# Leslie, "Growth Through Group Interaction,"
fem^ 9l .P^Sl^^yg Care. 5:M), Spring, 1951.
CH&PfER 17
BscomEmATXom m the TRfiiNina op the
cmBcii mmm w sick visitation
The more desirable type of training available for the
church worker is no dot&t to be fouM among t^e varioiis cotar-
ses being offered at the seminary level. For here the basic
biblical studies are likely to be taught agtdnst a background
of modem scholarship, and much stress is now being placed
on the practice! aspects of the minister � s work. Seminaries
are offering clinical courses through the facilities of mm-
tal hospitals and general hospitals. While the seminary
work is primarily for preachers, yet many of its offerings
ar� in areas of interest to th� chwch worker.
In the absence of seminary training, perhaps the best
means of preparaticsi for the duties of th� church worker is
a workers* training class conducted by th� local pastor, who
is a seninary^-trained man himself. This plan seoms to prov�
acc�ptabl� with th� local church usir^ volunteer workers.
Such a training course could bs divided into three
phases of study? (1) spiritual preparation; (2) intellect
ual preparation! and (3) psychological preparation.
Suggested content values for each of these areas of
study a TO presented in this chapter. The way in which tho
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course is taught will of course depend somewhat upon the
needs of the local situation*
I. SPIRITTSrAL PREPARATION
Th� writer, without pretending to include everything,
suggests a cor� of values which in her opinion constitute a
minimum requirement in preparation for th� work of sick vis
itation.
HecQgnition of o^ice. The chitcch worker is, first of
all, God*s ambassador. The degre� to which she will b� a
blessing to th� siek will depend largely on what she herself
is, and on the manner in which she will adorn the doctrine
that she seeks to teach.
Goiirag�. It is not an easy task to carry the "good
news" to those ar� ill. The secularity of the age tends
to make it a matter of embarrassment to discuss religion with
individuals fnce to face. It is often easier to spetk: to a
group such as a congregation concerning religious matters.
ffffffi4<St^fe>m �M. MJ^* ^ church worker not only
needs to possess a soxmd Christian experience herself but
also to be able to instruct others in the way. Although
there will be questions of faith that she herself cannot an
swer and p�3rf&aps should not try to answer, sh� must neverthe
less be a wcraan of firm conviction as regards the basic
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CSaristian beliefs. She must herself be assured concerning
the doctrine of God, the plan of salvation, the authority of
th� Bible, and other great truths. Withoijt such convictions,
th� church worker can hop� to do no more for her patients
than offer them the consolations of psychology or sociology.
Intellectual clarity concerning one*s beliefs �nables on� to
express tham to others. The CJhristian is admonished to fur
nish reasons for th� hope that lies within him (I Peter 3j15)�
Being able to present one*s religious convictions coherently
gives a ne�d�d confidence vdion dealing with others \ho have
spiritual needs.
^Q^jdefice XVt Qod. The confidence that coaes through
quiet faith in God brings an inner poise and quietness to th�
workar. Th� boliover wag�s his life that th�re is an explana
tion for much that h� cannot explain. Strength to fuce tasks
and tragedies and to explain the absurdities of daily life
come in part frcaa a fighting faith. The Christian "is cer
tain of God and so whatever comes to him after h� has don�
his b@st, must be good. He will win even when he loses.
Even evils become good when they are welcomed as challenges
Blchard C, Cabot and Russell L, Dicks, iCfe fi�
�K ^ Sim. jS^c^ York! The Macmillan Conpany,
2 l22dLsl�, p, 328.
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to the best In one,^ a gmuine religious faith �nables on�
to rise above his suffering ssad not be defeated by it.
gyaver. Through prayer, one is brought Into fellow
ship with God. Th� ohuroh worker can expect to sense the
presence of ^� supernatural in her life if she will sp^ad
Mich time alon� with God in prayer. To those who yield their
lives to Blm and wait for Els guldame, there cos&es a deep^-
ing of the spiritual life that can be sensed �v�n by uon-
Christians. On� laust know the power of pray�r in his own
life before he can appreciate what prayer wiH do for others.
h
McJSlroy^ states tho results of prayer thusi
There invariably comes to all who pray earnestly a
peace of mind, a sorenity and �as�, a calm and composure,
an inner poise, a contentment of mind, and a confidant
trust in a greater power, God�aH of which gives a new
leas� to life.
Tlier� Is therapeutic valu� even in the act of giving
thai&s to God. Quietness of spirit may ccaae frcaa a silent
player. In confessing that his deeds and thouglits ar� evil,
on� ci n gain strength. Failure to confess not OEily may pre
vent healing of the sick, but it is very oftm th� cause of
Illness. One gains a sens� of perspective through prayer.
Suoh perspective may be d�fin�d as "the ability to accept
^ ftld.f p. 112.
^ Paul Simpson McSlroyi Ms&g St gecqverv (New Xorkj
Fleming H. Revell Company, 19^7) PP� 32,33^
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life as it comes, and then to stretch one's imagination and
one's thought beyond the immediate."^ Through prayer, pa
tience and fortitude are received. These ar� not qualities
which one can attain by his own strength.
Scripture and d�votionG;i literature . The Bibl� can
really be appreciatad by one who recognizes it as the reveal
ed Word of God, and who loves and obeys its precepts. The
strength of th� Bible as a devotional guide lies in the fact
that it speaks to the needs of the reader, challenging the
best in him. Th� "Kingdom" within one must b� cultivat�d, or
it will r�spend to th� stimulation of life and lifa's experi
ences only in a limited sense ,^ By daily r�ading and r�r�ad-
ing, the church wca'k�r receives new insights of far-reaching
value which �scape the casual r�ad�r. There are many pas
sages ^^ch meet specifically th� ne�ds of thos� who are sick,
When th� church worker uaadarstands the nseds of th� patients
she should apply harself to finding thos� passagss, Wh�n
patients sens� that the worker has a grip on the Scripture,
they are mor� likely to place confidence in her.
The Bible must be kept central, y�t much help can b�
r�ceiv�d frcaa other literature. Some principles may her� b�
^ Cabot and Dicks, P� 235.
^ Russall L, Dicks, "Dsvotional Literature in Pasto
ral Care," Pastoral Psychology. 1:^5� February, 1950.
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siaggested to guide the chuy^ worlcer in evaluat^jog devotional
literatures (1) the mcLterlal xaust he Interesting? (2) It
must be readable�the print large eiiough so that It can be
easily read, th� page not too full, and the style easily read
and comprehended $ (3) it must com� to grips with life situa
tions and living�be realistic without being sordid j M it
must be theologically sound? and <5) it must stand up under
repeated readings.'^
II. IHTELLECTUAL PREPARATION
This particular section disciisses brl�fly th� position
of the worksr In relation to ths pastor, some facts about
common diseases, certain knowledge concornlng hospital rules,
the health of th� worker, and som of her miscellaneous du
ties *
Division of di^l^iv. V!h9 m�t^ds of th� medical profes
sion ar� often spoken of as modem and progressive ^11� "tti�
methods of the church are frequently criticised as being im
practical. It is true that hospital administrators and doe-
tors have not always apjareciated ths part th� (torch has
playod in th� care of the sick. Part of tills failure has
been due to mutual misunderstandings. However that may be.
,M-d.y pp. k6M,
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let it be understood thf^t tlae care of physical ills is th�
responsihillty of th� doctor while the minister is respon
sible for supplying an atmosphere in idiich ths growth of
souls is favored. When both professions understand each
oth�r, ther� ccoes a s�nse of ccsaradship in th� ta^ that is
shared.
Th� chwch worki^ can do much to assist th� p: stor in
his responsibility for th� sick. Her duties will b� limited
as a rule to vlsltlj^ ptirishioners. She will recognise that
occasions will arise when th� patient neads to see th� min
ister rather than the church work�r.
people think that all sick persons are lonely. True, som� of
1^@m are* But hospital car� is now so enriched and th� length
of the hospitalisation period has b��n so shortened through
improved methods and medicines that th� pet lent r: r�ly has a
solitary hour to himself. Others think tlmt all sick persons
are bored. If on� takes a little time, however, to discover
the areas of patients* interests, h� wiH likely realize that
Ufe in th� hospital is anything but boredom, Th� newspaper,
radio, and postal service also do their part to Ti^le away
Cabot and Dicks, j^B* ^Jlt�f P�
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hours that were in any dan^^or of lapsing into horedom.^
Meaningless expipessions of sympathy are frequently
given br those vho feel that sick people are in constant
pain* Patients seldoia hesitate to ask for medicine when
pain gets severe, and they soon get relief. If the church
worker happens to he prosit when a patient sudd@ily suffers
a saver� pain, she should notify th� nurse in a serious, but
not calamitous, tone* It needs to be remembered that a sick
person in th� midst of stark realities to ^ch h� cannot
blind himself will probcbly be r�li�v�d if he can express
the fears tlmt plague him, Psrhaps such expression nsay it
self expos� a certain ridiculousness in theJr content.
fher� are a surprisingly large number of people who
tixlnl^: that hospital patients are starved, forgetting appar
ently thnt diets are ordered by doctors according to the dis-
eas� and condition of patients. There are not only regialar
meals, but most hospitals serv� nourishments in aid-m<aming,
mid-aft�rnoon, and evening. Host of them, too, have rules
that forbid th� delivery of candy, cookies, nuts, and other
rich foods to patients. Well-meaning friends may hinder the
progress of th� p^itionts by disobeyirg arules."^
^ Jamas H. Bums, ^Pastoral Care of th� Sick," Pasto
ral C^^e (reprinted: J, Blchard Spann, editor j /n, 5
Here� and Smith, 1951), PP. 1-3.
Ssi^,, pp, 2,3.
^ ybjd.. pp. ^,5.
5^
Altdioiigh hospital persoanal, working hard to make
patients well, seek to dlscoiarage all talk ahout death, it
can be a very beneficial experience for pati�3ats to be per
mitted to discuss not only the possibilities of death, but in
scsae Instances even the details of the funeral. These times
usually call for the preser.ce of the minist^, yet not neces
sarily. The worker herself can sore times do lasting good.
At tlEies her main responsibility will end, however, when she
notifies the pastor of the need here,"^^
S� comiiipn diseases. The church worker
should be acquainted with the names of common diseases and
should be fmiliar genera lly with the effects of disease on
th� mind and body. She should know the length of time a
given patient is likely to bo ill, what parts of tho body
are affected, wiiat limitations of activity m.y be expected,
and other facts which will add to her understanding of the
problems of the patient, A chart prepared hy the Sdm Han
cock Ifutual Life Insurance Canpany concerning coiamunicable
diseases should be helpful (see p. 75) � IjP the worker knows
the symptoms of certain diseases, she should be able to
advise whether or not th� doctor should be called in.
PP� 5,6,
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DlSiASE HJl^ TO OBSERVE
F.XPCSi;p CHIIJ):'Er,'
EARU SIGKS U5KGTH OF
acut:- stage
CHlCKEIi-
POX
: ror. to 21
days; corv.ionly
17.
Usually raild fever at tins of eruption,
v-iiich roseniblos snail vater blisters,
occurring on both covered and exposed
ixxrts of body; api^arin^^ in crops .
Usually brief, 3-A
days. Child coa-
Eonly docs not feel
sick.
DIPJfTHEKIA
FroM 1 to 7 days;
iisuaUy 2 to 5
days.
Mild pain in throat, nodcrate fever,
rapid pulse, svollon neck glands, fre
quently v.ath grayish-vi^ite membrane
visible on back or sides of throat.
Usually brief if
antitoxin given
early. Convales
cence is protracteci
CEia-IAIJ
MEASLS
f rori to 21
days; usually
about l6th day.
l'�ld synptcos of head cold for 1 or 2
days, follwred by erui:^ion, first on
face, then on body. (May be confused
v/ith measles or scarlet fever.)
Usually only few
days, "hild does
not feel sick.
10 daj.-s to onset
of fever. 13-15
days to appear
ance of rash.
Moderate fever, puffy, vaterijig eyes,
catarrh. Limng of cheeks and lips
studded \-dth snail bluish white spots.
1 to 2 days later, rash appears first
on head, then on body.
Uncomplicated
cases usxially
brief, rash lasts
only about 5 days.
Fron 12 to 26
days; usually 18
to 21 days.
Sii<;13ing of glands in neck, in front of
and below ears. One side usually af
fected first, other side in 1 or 2 days.
3\rellin,r usually
subsides in week
or 10 days.
IMPAMTUB
PA-ALYSIS
Variable; coimon-
3y from 7 to 14
days.
Synptoiiis of dir^stive upoot, headache,
fever, vomitinf^, follovjed by stiffness
in neck, drovsy or irritable for about
3 days, then paral^-sis or muscle vreak-
n-:ss .
Usually long if pa
ralysis occiirs;
convalescence slow.
SC/uUET
FEVER
Fro^ 2 to 7 days;
usually 3 to if
days.
oudden onset, nausea, vonitin,", head
ache, sore tiu'oat, "fm"" covered tongue.
Followed by bright red rash which fades
i.^icn pressed.
remporaturo usual
ly returns to nor-
.] :'.n v.xse):.
"
ecl-
ing occurs after 1
to 3 wecl<s .
Sf'!AlLPOX
Fro:;i 8 to l6 dayS!
co;:rr.only 12 days .
Sudden fever and symptcans of "grippe",
1 to 4 days later eruption appears,
first on exposed parts, then on trunk.
Varies v.dth sever
ity of infection.
Lesions last lU~kB
days.
MIOOPITJG
COUGH
Fron 5 to 16 daj's;
usually lathin 10
daj s .
Begins as ordiimry cough, becon:lng more
persistent and tending to occxu' in
spells. ;.orse at night. Vcciting fre-
ouent. "iJioop" occurs in 1-2 vreeks.
Variable; usually
4 to 8 v;ock3 of
"viiooping" stage.
coM-ion
COID
Brief, fron 12 to
A8 hours.
P.unning nose, eyes i7av,er:,-, 3lif:ht f jver,
"feels bad".
Usually 3-J4. days
with proper caro;
rarely more than 1^
INFLUENZA
Frcsn 1 to 3 days. Fever, distress, aching in back and
linbs, prostration, sore throat.
Usually 1-7 days.
PNKUriONIA
Believoc to be
short; 1-3 da>'s.
Sudden onset, fever, pain in chest,
coug)i (vomiting ai:d convulsions in chil-
di-en), sjxrtun tijiged or streaked with
blood.
Variable. "Sulfa"
drugs frequently
shorten acute
sta/^.
COf-GlOM
CaiPUCATICHS
Ski-'i lesions nny become
inl'ectcd.
Paralysis 01 heart and
throat muscles, broncho
pneumonia �
Nor�.
Chronic inflajr.iation of
eai^s, eyes, air pas
sages; pneumonia.
KillOD DISIiASE
CailTUNICABlE
Frcci day preceding eruption
to probably not more than 6
days after appearance.
At least 16 days after onset,
(usxiallj' 2 negative spocijuons
taken hours apart re
quired- )
Stocl k to 7 days after onset
of catarrhal synu:tcfns.
Inflammation of other
glands in older childr*
and adults
Paral^'sis of affected
parts of body.
Until the 5th day after the
appearance of rash.
I.'ot definitel;. knovm, assumed
to be until swelling has dis-
aofjeared .
::ot kno>m, probably most in
fectious during the early
stages and usually/ until
after 2 woks of illness.
Inflammation of middle
eai". Damage to hea:-t oi^
kidneys.
Infection of skin le
sions.
Bronchitis and broncho-
pnCimionia �
Sinus infections. Bron
chitis, Grippe,
Pneumonia,
Three weeks from beginniiig,
and until all discharges have
ceased.
From earliest signs to disap-
paaranco of all crusts and
scabs ,
."ost catching in catarrhal
stage and for at least 3
veeks of viiooping period.
Oelicved to be limited to
earl,y staffs, probably not
more than vreok.
Undetemined, probably
throughoiit febrile stage.
Frcsunably \intil recovery is
coMolete.
PKEr:CKTIV:;
M5ASU]'. 5
Di&^ase so highly ccominicable that 9
out of 10 children catch it; usuallor
early in life.
All children should be protected i.lth
toxoid, before first birthday, another]
single dose is recommended on entering
school.
Disease so highly carmunicable that
most children catch it during eoidem-
ics.
Avoid contact during infancy. (Babies
and children belov/ par may be protoct-|
ed by serm.)
Avoid contact (not a highly infec
tious disease) �most com:.;on in 5 to
3i year ages.
Avoid contact id.th children vath any
illness especiall;^' during summer and
early fall, if disease is epidemic.
Avoid contact. Children may be irrm-
nized with toxin, (usually not given
as a routine).
If not vaccinated ;d.thin 5 ye :rs imme
diate vaccination after exposure,
4:aTotects if given vdthin a day).
Children should be irairtunized against
disease vath vaccine.
-void contact vath persons sick ^.dth
cold. Practice of good health habits
I is asi^umcd to be helpful.
.'.void exposure to croi-ds during epi
demics, and contact vdth all sick pcr-|
sons .
..void contact. Avoid chilling and ex-
oosure after colds and ir-flurnza.
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A few eocmon diseases not listed on the Hancock chart
need to he mentioned. Heart trouble Is one. Some of ths
symptoms of this disease are chest dlsecmfort directly re
lated to exertion or excitement, noticeable misb^iavionr of
th� he.' rt beet, shortness of breath ii*ien at rest or on slight
exertion, aiad swelling of the feet and ankles due to slow
Circulation of blood, fh� person ^o is fouM to have som�
fona of heart trouble will probably do weH to restilct his
activity, and to keep as fr�� as possible from �noticmal
strain. For the heart that has had serious damage due to
infection or thrombosis, a long period of rest will be neces
sary. Often a complete revlsim of one's my of life must b�
made, if certain heart conditions cT� not to grow worse,
Bhsumatic fev�r s��ms to follow an attack of a disease
caused by germs of th� streptococcus fkmlly�.for example, ton
sillitis, scarlet fever, or a streptococcal cold. Th� follow
ing concerns susceptibility to this diseases
What makes an individual susceptible s9�ms in most
cases to be an inheritod tendency to rheumatic fever,
which may b� increased by poor di�t, imdequate pro
tection from cold and damp, and cra/d�d living condi
tions i^t give germs a chanc� to spread easily from
throat to tliroat. Unfortunatelsr, on.� attack of rheu
matic f�v�r makes a child more suscoptibl�. rather Uian
iiamune, to further attacks, and repeated attacks are
more lik�ly to damag� th� heart.13
^3 ^oxar Heart,** (Uev: Yorks Motropolltan Lif� Insur
ance Company, /n, Q 5, p.
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ThQ first attc:cl: of rhexLiir. 'c5,c fover usually coses
between the ages of six and twelve. !Shs earliest s7;-ipto-iG
BD-'f bo Slight fever, nosebleeds, loss of appetite, fail\jre
to gain weight, and pain in the Joints. !Ehe disease may
attack all parts of the heart and soiiietlaos clears up with
no dc^iago. Cfsually it loaves sctirs which interfere with the
working of the valves of the heart. By following tlie advice
Of tho physician with regard to work and play, ^o iridividiial
may be ablo to lead a productive and nornial or near-noriaal
Ufe. Bed rest is essential during the acute stage of the
disease and activity is very gradually resuiied.-^^
Cancer is often well advcnced before the individual is
aware of what is wrong. The division of cells in the body is
controlled by nature and th� "brakes" are silently and effec
tively applied when adult size is reached. Sonetines the
natural brakes fail and cells get out of control and start
dividing rapidly to no apparent purpos�. Hobody is quite stir�
i^t causes this to happen, although chronic irritation or
inflaMaatlon appears to have sooethlng to do with it in uiany
Instaiices. Soon th� clump of cells that is fonnad is crowd
ing other tissues and organs out of space that belongs to
thorn, taking th� nourishment meant for othi^ cells, and
7c
contributing noting, Wlien th� cXmps of cells grow slowly
and remain in a limited area they ar� saia to be benign
tumors, Saa�ti.-^s living bits of cncer c^ro brok^ off and
co.rrl@d through th� blood vessels and lymph channels to other
parts of the body* Tills is c tiled me ti stasis, �mn it has
spread extensively to the vital organs, there is no surglcl
cure, !iaie throe accepted treatoents for Cvncer are surgery,
X ray, and r^ dluuij these ..re effective only if the disease
is caught �c rly �nough, Ther� are dangers connected with the
us� of X ray and radium w3aich demand that the administrator
1^
b@ v/�ll traimd,
Ther� are danger signals i^ch one should be aware of
that suggest cancer: (1) persistent Itsmps or thickening,
especially In the breast, lips, or tongue j about th� neck,
in^plt, or groinJ (2) Irregular bleeding or dlscharj� from
any natur 1 body op^ing| (3) progressive changes in the
color or size of a mole, wart, or blrthmarkj (*f) sores,
particularly around the tongue, mouth, or Hps, that do not
seem to b� healing wrmaHyi (5) whit� patches inside the
SKjuth or persistent ^Ailte spots on th� tongue 5 (6) persist-
�iit hoarsQUQss, unexpla4r�9d cough, or difficulty in swallow
ing that lasts more then two we^s; blood in the sputussi
15 Dallas Johnson, "Facing th� Faets about Cancer**
(New Yorki Public Affairs Pamphlets, IW/f PP* ^^~9.
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(7) a bono that is swollen or pains �specially at night f (8)
persist^jt and unexplained indigastion after �ating or drlrfs-
ihg; (9) alternate periods of constipation and diiyp-rhea with
no particular change in diet to account for it; rectal bleed
ing? (10) pain and difficulty in urinatlnsf (11) sudden loss
of weight, am (12) unexplainsd fueling of faUgue.^*
Diabetes is a disoar>� in ^ilch the body is not able to
store all the sugar in the food ^Mch is eaten, Th� sugar
accumulates in th� blood stream, and when Its concentration
in t!i@ serum rises above a certain level it is eliminated in
tlie urine.
The onset of diabetes mellltus (the eraaaon dise .se) is
usually acute In children, with loss of weight and strength,
large amounts of urine being formed, and sugar in the urine.
In adiats the onset often is so gradual that the disordar is
not noticed for months or even yoc.rs.^^
Treatment usually consists of diet regulation and
til� administration of dally injections of insulin. Patients
frequently learn to give their own injections.
16 p. 1^,
^7 CJharles P. l^rson and Jane Taylor, Bssantlals
Stl �MU%m (Philadelplaias J, B� Lipplncott Company, 19^},
p, Wl,
^
P*
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Tuberculosis is caused by a bacillus that invades the
lung tissue. Usually the body takes care of th� bacteria by
forming clusters of tubercl�s round the bacterial clumps and
latsr d�positing calcium. Th� l�sion hoals but is still s��n
on x-ray. If th� body does not wall off the bacteria they
multiply and destroy the surrounding tissu�. Symptoms of
th� dls�as� are loss in weight, poor appetite, "indigestion",
a cough, and an afternoon t�^�ratiu'�. Th� cough becomes
mor� troublesome, the patient has jaight sweats, and ther�
may be hemorrhage from th� lungs as th� dis�as� progresses.
Tr�atm�nt for tuberculosis is aimed at improving the
general health with respect to nutrition, control of infec
tion, physical rest and �motional relsixation, and putting th�
inf�ct@d lung at rest until signs of activity have disapp�ar�d.
To r�st th� lung th� patient is confined to bed. Artificial
collaps� of the lung is indicatad in a large number of cases,
especially if cavitation is ja^esent. Treaiaaent may tak� only
a f�w months but often takas a year or longer. Much patience
is required to obey the rules of tr�atm�nt.
In addition to some general knowledge of certain rather
common diseasas, th� church worker, visiting th� sick, needs
to acquaint herself with another phenomenon that so!iietim�s
arisas in her work, th� �ff�cts of drugs.
^9 Ibid,, pp. lll-Ul*-,
20 Ibid , . p, 117.
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effects ^ ne^catlons. The dnjgs used to kill or
arrest the growth of genas usually have no undesirable reac
tion on the patient. If there are reactions , the patient
will probably becone irritable , nervous, nauseated, have a
skin rash or soiae swelling of the tissues. The pain-killing
drugs usixally cause drowsiness, slow reaction to stimuli,
deeper and slower breathing, and inability to concentrate,
think clo: rly, and answer questions requiring mental effort.^"''
If the visitor finds the patient dropping off to sleep fre
quently diu�ing a visit, it nay bo due to the drugs instead of
the boredom of the visit,
14inist�rs are aHovjed large freedom as to when they may visit
patients in hospitals but the church worker must confine her
self to regular hospital visiting hours. The visitor should
ask at the infoimtion desk the room number of ths patient
whom sh� wishes to see. ^e then goes to the floor vfcere,
after presenting th� visiter's card to an attendant, she lo
cates th� patient's room. If th� door is closed sh� should
ask a nurse or aid� if she may �nter. Som�tines a patient
k��ps the door closed for quietness? at other times sh� may
b� having a visit from th� <?octor or roe�iving a troatnent.
21 Harold N. mght and Mildred Montag, A Textbook o�
msii&,Misa ThorfiPQ^ti^^ (thlxd �ditictti, revised? Philadelphia I VfTB.^^unders Coapany, 19*w-), p, lM-2.
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Th� church worker will receive infcarmaticm comewaSjag
the disease in point from the patient's fc^mily, who recog-
nise in her a professional ally to the doctors and nurses.
It is wis� for th� worker to consult th� fajaily as to the
best time to visit th� patient, th� afternoon visiting
hours are b@st| in the evenings there aro more visitors.
Most hospitals aHow two visitors at a tine with the patients
but th� rules vary concerning visitors on th� pediatric, ma
ternity, and isolation wards# Whan visiting a patient with
a contagious disecise, on� shoiild carefully observe precau
tions to prevent cross-infection ?
M>MXt^ oocmui^ty resources. If the church worker
will investigate the social service agencies and private agon-
cles in her town, she will no doubt be stirprised at tlie as
sistance they offer to people. Such agencies as Family and
Children Service, Homemaksr Service, and Visiting Hurses
Association comsel and work in the home at times of greatest
need. Veterans have many benefits y&dah. they are often un
aware of. A discussion of several social agencies listed in
a directory of social agencies of Cincinnati, Ohio, will be
found in the appendix.
yi^alth o|; church worls;pr. Hhe worker shotJld not
visit if she 1ms a cold or is otherwise not feeling well.
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Hot only is sb� in danger of giving th� disease to scaaeojj�
already in a wealcened condition hut sh� is herself the more
susceptible to gems,
patient has besaa an active church member, he will b� famil
iar with the church worker ajad will perhaps be expecting a
call from her, Sh� can reassure him that the (3hurch is inter
ested in him, even though he is not able to attend, and l^t
his frimids ar� missing him. The worker as a representative
Of th� C3iurch, must conduct herself in the b�st possibl� man
ner. She comes in the name of Christ and even though she
may not discuss spiritual difficulties with th� patient, h�r
manner must reassttre the patient that sh� comes as an ambas
sador and willing servant of the Lord, Her duties will bo
determined in part by th� confidence that th� patient has in
her spiritual depth, normally, she will be expected to read
from th� Bibl� and to offer prayer if there are no oth^ vis
itors present. In all her conversation she will us� discre
tion in referring to th� patient's sl<dEn�ss.
a� can bring news of th� church, especially of th�
organizations in iiMch th� pati�it has been interested, J&isy
reading material with a spiritual messag� may b� appreciated
by hin. Some patients like to be read to. If the doctor
feels that the patient is equal to it, the wca^ksr nay even
take a convalescent patient for a car rid�.
^Q^X^t^^ ^ |?.^t;4mt*,�, �m^' ^ the imtlent is at
home perhaps the most helpful tMrig t^t the chtEPoh worker can
do xriH be to carry a prepared meal to the ho::.G. Tnls will
afford a little rest for thos� biirdened down with extra wori:.
Sono tines arranging an aft<^noon away for the children will
not only afford th� older members a rest bnt will do niuch
for the morale of the ciiildren. During an illness, childran
ar� often neglected, and may cc�as to resent th� on� ^lo is
ill#22 251� chijrch worker must be careful not to offer to do
errands for ths patient or his family unless sh� is prepared
to Carry out her promises.
Teac^iifi^ tji;^� p^,t3,ez^t ' s fa^lv. There will be some
things that the worker can teacli the patient's family which
will be of great value to the patient, Fanilies often fall
to realize the effect tholr expressions of grief hav� on the
patient* They need to be taught to control their �motions
before entering th� i^itlent's rom� Scaaetimes th� hocpital-
laed patient is further afflicted by having to listen to an
account of horn� troubles brought him by soma unthinking m�si-
ber of the family, A family can undo much good that the doc
tor has done by upsetting th� patient In these two ways.
^'^ Bussoll Lt Dicks I m&n Xm M^l m Sjoli: (New
yorks Harper and Brothers Publishers, 193oT, p� 22,
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OTfsi,r}Xr^^^Wi sick visitation ^ parish. There ar�
usually some people In th� church vho �njoy visiting the
sick, 14ost invalids hav� friends i&io need to he reminded
that a visit from them would he appreciated, Ha� family may
be slow to suggest it. It is a good praetie� for the church
worker to publiclz� a list of those laho ar� sick in hospitals,
nxirsing homes, old folks* h�M�s, or at horn�. It is well to
avoid having thos� on committees to visit the sick who are
themselves imsociable, domineering, or busybodles . ^3 sit
ting up with th� dyixig patient Is a service which can b�
shared by those on such a eornmltte�, Pamllies soon become
eashausted with constant vigil, and need to be relioved.
Ill, PSYCaiOLOGICAL PREPARATION
'Pm9mU%r, ^^ <^WP<^ WP^^^g* tftsderstandlDg, con
cern, and affectim are requisite qualities in the one
visits the sick, Wbnen are reputed to possess thes� feel
ings to a greater degree than men, yet women seem more likely
to lack emotional discipline and control. The church worker
must be alert, iisproving her own personality in this direc
tion. If sh� is rigid, and th� ideas and behaviour patterns
^ MA*, p* 25.
^ Russell L, Dicks, you Cam,� %tQ (Durham, North
Carolina* Duk� University, 195i)t P* 2,
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of others disttoph her easily, she should not he a "slek"
visitor. A peralsslve attitude, which allows the patient to
e^^ress his own opinions, feelings, desires, Is essential to
the work of visitation, ^5
The ehurcli worker shotad he qiJlet and coaposed In
maimer, able to listen with an understanding concern and to
direct conversation into interesting channels. Thm churcii
worker "vSio tries to laake each visit a learning experience,
will be able to do untold good for those who are ill. Her
primary motivation should be a genuto concern about the
sick person's relation to himself, to his fellows, and to
his Creator. 2^ The effectiveness of the visit will depend
upon the needs of tho patient and upon the ability of the
parish worker to meet the needs. Ko amount of visiting will
help if th� visitor is frightened, ill at ease, embarrassed,
disgusted, or emotional, Dlcks^^ has stated it thuss
When you visit the sick, hav� your mind and yoiu*
enotions disciplined and do not be surprised at anything
you see, smell, or hear. � . . Hore Mrm can be done in
an instant of surprise or awkward embarrassment than
weeks of visiting can offset.
a3u?ough the visitor's poise the patient's confidence
oan be gained. It is to be r�2�mbered that ill will is
2^ im*f 37.
26 Burns, i^J^., p. 11.
27 Dioks, When You Call ^^ Sick, ^e., cj.t. , p. 7.
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sometimes brought about because a visitor is too aggressive,
asks too many questions, is too cheerful, or becones too
intimate and too ptrscmal, when intimacy is uninvited. ^8
Bivsioal preparation ^or t^p visj.t. Because sick
people are hypersensitive to odors, the church worker should
avoid carrying into the sick room anything with a pungent
odor. Even pungent mouth washes and strong perfume should
be avoided, 29
The church worker's appearance should be neat, with
no unusual or bisarro items of dothing to distract the
patient and focus attention on th� worker herself . Sine� the
patient is under stress to put forth effort to be pleasant,
th� less energy h� is required to expend, th� better for him
physically and omoticmaHy.
Ai^proach t^o. th� patient . Because th� visitor does not
know the fran� of mind the patient is in, she should approach
him in a "neutral" mood, slightly on the cheerful side, so
that sh� can adapt her mood to his. A strong introductory
feeling on her part often demands an adjustment on th� pa
tient's part taiat is most taxing,3^ Preparation should be
^ IMA* 9 P� H)*
29 Burns, cit., p. 7*
Dicks, Tm Came IMto 11�. op, cit,, p, 12.
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Blade for each visit by aatlclpatli^ the personality of the
patient, the type of his illness, and his reaction to it.
If the patient's door is standing open, it is advan
tageous to approach froei the opposite side of the hallway.
Uhls gives the patient a little warning ^mt scaaeone is ap
proaching, ^-^ If the visitor is natural and at ease, the
patient will be more relaxed, The first few seconds with a
patient furnish a clue to the patient's attitude,32 if other
friends ar� present It is best to retire, miless they Insist
on leaving*
It is best to stand unless invited to sit, Vlhen sit
ting, the church worker should choose a place from if^ch she
Can be easily seen by ths patient. It is best to remain
stationary during th� visit but if oi^ must move th� movenants
should be made in a casual, deliberate manner; quick movements
tend to bother sick peopl�,33
Th� visitor sliould b� sympathetic, making the pati@nt
realise that his pain Is shared, witliout unduly dwelling on
it,3^ Her conversation should concern topics in keeping with
the familiar subjects of the patient's interests. Usually a
31 Bums, 2S. cit, ^ p. 11,
32 cahot and Dicks, glt,.t P� l8l.
33 Ibid., p. 1^.
^ Cabot and Dicks, pjt. . p. 21.
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laan Is interested in the new hospitalization experience and
the events that led up to it. He is interested in th� things
that have happened in connection with his illness ^d the
things that have heen done fcr hi� hecaus� of it, A woman
is mor� apt to h@ Interested in what has been said about her
illness and the feelings and reactions that she and othors
have experienced. The second area of interest for men re
lates to their work} for women, family and hc^ lif�,35
Oft�n a patient gats much rsHef from just talking.
Sometimes the listener may disagree, and this is certainly
permlssable, but she should not argue. Her rol� as counselor
will depend on her past experience. Sh� is not to give ad
vice, but to listen. Ililtner^^ makes the following statements
Insight cannot be given 5 vhat th� counselor does is to
set up th� conditions so that there is a chanc� that it
may com�. Insight means the recognition of connections
between elements that have bo�n present, but i^os� rela-
tlmshlp has not been understood? and it may often In
volve recognition of the presence of elements not pre
viously accepted as being there.
By listening c rofaHy and jotting down the details of the
visit afterward, th� church worker may be able to tell if the
patient has expressed any needs, and if her answers to his
questions, or her directing of the conversation was adequate.
^-^ Burns, pp. 1^,15.
36 Seward Hlltner, Re;i4glqfi ^ Health (^"ew J&plsii The
Macmillan Company, 19^3), p, 168.
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The relatlcmship between the chiirch worker and the
patient, the mood of the patient, and the privacy of the
surroundings are scsae factors to consider before asking per-
ndssicn to pray. If an opportunity comes, prayer shoiild bo
offered, but the visitor should be careful to avoid embar
rassing the patient, or praying when the patient is not
spiritually receptive,
relationship between W^P^s sM, fflOtjo^^' Al
though the church worker may know the techniques of visit
ing, she must understand something of the emotional stress
that the patient is under. The patient normally calm,
friendly, and well-poised may bo irritable, complaining, and
disagreeable when sick. Illness may seem to cause these
changes, yet they have probably been inherent all the time,
the illness merely crystallizing them, 37 if the worker her
self has had a serious illness she may more easily under
stand these changes.
Hot csily do the esiotlons become involved when one is
ill, but emotions themselves can be the basic cause of ill
ness. Dr, Sadler is quoted by Bonnell3^ as sayingf
R. L. Dicks, ^@n You Call gj^^ ^ick. Qj^t, ,
p. 2,
John S. Bonnell, "Healing for Mind and Body," �aa-
jfflra^ Psychology. I133, April, 1950.
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If Christianity were practically applied to our every
day Hfsj it would so purify and vitalize the race that at
least one half of our sickness and sorrow would disappear.
. . ? Faith is an actual reaedy for those physical ills
Ti^ch result fran doubt, depression, and discoia?ag�Bent�
I iiake tills statement as a physician and surgeon. Fear is
the cause of the worry and nervousness which are responsi
ble for nost of the functional diseases,
^e American Medical Association has stated that about 50 per
cent of aH diseases ar� rooted in the mental and spiritual
Ufe and 50 per cont in the physical lif�,39 Wlse^ j^ows how
motional factors may predispose to organic illness, Robln-
son^^ clearly delineates the relationship between Illness and
adverse social conditions, su<^ as inadequate physical protec
tion, inadequate oooncasdc protection, faulty personal habits
affecting health, dissatisfaction coimected with the family
or other group relationships, and restricted outlets. Studies
of th� �Eiotlons show that with friondship, understanding and
affection go th� positive �lemants of confidence, hop�, and
faith�th� healing emotions. Opposite these are th� destmetlve
motions of res�itment, hostility, hatred, loneliness and iso
lation, coupled with anxiety, fear, anger and discoiuragement,^^
39 Pa^a Simpson McElrov, }^Lngs o� Recovery C^^ew York:
Fleming 11, Bovell Company, 19^7) j P* 20,
^ Carroll A. Wise, Religion Jn im^@,^B �^ j^aljs^
imnf York I Harper and Brothers, 19^2), pp. 26,27-
^�^ G, Canby Robinson, ^ fat^ient as a per^n (Hew
York 8 The Commonwealth Puna, 1939) # PP* lo-*w.
R, Dicks, 2Sii Came tl^to^ o^. jSSJl*, P� 22.
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Thes� destructive motions , if harbored, lead to serious
mental illnesses, Ililtner^^ affij^s that a person tied up
in k�ts inside hjteself cannot h� helped by will power alonof
but that if r�ligion gives hJjB a vision of net^ningful reality
vhlQh protects and brings safety and security, it may help
him to lo^ for �vidences of security and affection that �xist
all about him and even in himself.
Fear can soiietimes b� lessened by an explanation or
by concentrating on other thoughts. If tlie patient fears an
approaching operation, it relieves him to hear his doctor's
explanations of it, Creneral reinvigoration of ths body by
means of sleep, food, affection, and companionship can be of
inestimabl� valu�. Resentment and hatred in a patient can be
removed by a forgiving spirit. Confession to God relieves
the sens� of guilt. Loneliness and isolation can b� helped
by having sonething to do and being assured that scaaeone
is interested. Even a change of fumitur�, pictures, and
other aovabl� objects, or a daily routin� with planned events
may assist materially in the work of healing. If the church
worker realises that these feelings are apt to app��. r, sh�
may be abl� to help th� patient avoid th�]:i.
Hiltner, s^, cit.y p. 31.
Cabot and Dicks, g^^ PP* 5B-82.
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In aeute illness, ther� are fears of pain, of going
to sleep under anesthesia, of ineapacity resulting froa ill
ness, and of death. In a ehronic iHnsss there my b� a
gradual loss of strength as the disease progresses, and an
inereasing sense of frustration, lc�i�llness, and boredom. If
ttie patient is the breadwinner, th� �hurch wor3c�r lasy have to
aak� arrangemwits for the support of th� faaily. If the
patient Is th� mother, scare on� must b� found to do the house
work and care for the children.
Even ^oug^ patients in hospitals hav� llttl� tim� for
getting lonely, patl�nts in convalescent hcaaes, homes for th�
aged, and sanatoriums have much time on their hands, as th�
Illness may length�n into months and years. Ther� is a need
for companionship, for stimulus, for entQrtainm�nt, and for
oecupatlon,^^ Hieh returns await on� t^o wHl take time to
visit with scaa� of the lonely sick who lc.ck th� will to Hv�.
The shut-in also has omotional probl^iis* Often he has
beon ov�rprot�ct�d, receiving special benefits, having noth
ing expected from hia and usually allowed to do nothing for
himself, Th� worker needs to b� al�rt to conditions of this
kind and is in n��d of discretion in dealing with such cases.^^
Picks, Vfiign You .Call gga t^� pjo^y ^� S3^�> P� 6*
^ Dicks, Xsa �!^P� T^tff I-l9. 0�, cit, , p, 16.
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Spirit^;!, response to 411|it��. The highest purpose of
the church worker is to assist the minister in showing men
the way of salvation. Patients have heen divided into four
groups according to their spiritual condition. The first
group includes those whom sickness has not aroxised from their
spiritual apathy. The next group are the spiritually aroused.
The ttiird group are made up of nominal church members. The
last group is composed of tried and ea^erlenced Christians .^7
The great spiritual crises of illness come before an
operation, during a long convalescence when one faces life
with a handicap, and when one is dying. Even the true Chris
tian may be mad� to doubt. The i)ati�nt n��ds to b� reassured
that th� iimaediat� caus� of his anguish is a physical one,
p�rmitted by God to teach him to trust implicitly in Him,
Later the �xperienc� can be s�en to hsve strengthened faith
rather than weakeuad it .^^
t&ibeli�f produces a worldly mind, salf-righteousness,
and ignorance; it causes one to li� on his d�athb�d indiffer
ent to his soul*s salvation. On� who has put off rep�ntanc�
in days of pleasure and work may be �xpected to do likewise
h? Johan Christian Heuch, Pastoral Care of the Sick
(jr, M, Moe. translator; Minneapoliss Augsburg Publishing
House, 19^9), p. 59.
^ Ibid. J p, 125.
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T�ftien pain binds him. In an inourabls disease, the patient may
deceive himself in thinking that the impatient yearning for
dec^th means that he is prepared to die. If the patient ean
be brought to the place Timers he recognizes even one sin that
he is guilty of, then it is possible to begin leading Mn to
Christ. In recognising his sins, he may beccaae alarmed over
them and eaanuestly desire salvation. There Is of course a
danger of his mistaking this alarm over the consequences of
sin for a true desire to beccaae converted. He should be
shown that ^<h�n he is truly sorry for his sins C?hrlst will
save him. The way of salvation should be simply explained.
After conversion, the worker should urge the patient to take
God at Ills Word without depending on his feelings and to con
sider his Bibl� as the anchor of fcith.^9
It is important that the patient tries to und�rstand
his Illness and search for causes. H� must s�� too th t his
illness is not a unique 03cperl�nce. After pain experiences,
he should be �ncouraged to look for hidden values. Jacob, in
his wrestling with th� angal, r�fus�d to let the angol go
until he had blessed him. That is the purpose of every such
eagxerience of mankind�to leave a blessing b^iind It.!^ The
^9 ibid.y pp� 68-108.
^ HcElroy, jsi:^.., p. 82.
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church worker, In dealing with the sick, will never be satis
fied until she sees in her patient an active faith that sub-
alts to Ck>d.
In case of death the bereaved should be encouraged to
exiltlvate the recollections of events in the life of the de
ceased; this will bring grief as well as thankfulness, rever
ence, and deepened love. A love forgotten is a love dead,
and ^le it lives there will be suffering in it as well as
joy. Tbls is also a time y^en the bereaved can come to know
the ccmfort and strength that come from the Bible and prayer;
this may well lead to a spirlttaal awakening of the family.
Jny assistance, both spiritual and dcanestic, that thie church
worker can give at such a time will usually be deeply appre
ciated.^"^
Cabot and Dicks, sJi�.., pp. 317,318.
GHAPTER V
smmmi mD conclusions
Just as Christ Himself set the example of love aud
ccsapassion for the sick, so must the Church today exhibit
the sfine loving care for the afflicts* Although ths Church's
record in caring for the sick is by no means without blot, it
may be said that at no time in her long history have the
lame, th� halt, and the blind been utterly bereft of her
ho ling minis trn tions. Tru�, ther� wer� thos� times when
the Church Universal seemed blind to her duties, yet always
there were men and women of vision and love who by thoir
example refused to let ^ torch of human compassion bum
out completely. For a long period, ignorance and supersti
tion played their part in parvarting th� Church's instinct
for doing good. In process of tim�, however, great and good
men and women here and ther� founded nursing orders, many of
them among the religieuse of the Church herself; hospitals
were founded and staffed with women of the orders. When secu
lar interests and govemmonts began to take greater stock in
th� welfer� of the sick, th� ChOTCh's enthusiasm seemed to
wane. There are today, however, nttmerous church-affiliated
hospitals, many of tSiom ranking with th� bast in America.
But th� dhurch hospital cannot b� �xpected to emphasize in
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her program tha kind of siok visitation work that is pecul
iarly the province of ths church worker.
It seems that seminaries and denominations, although
recognizing the v^due of the church wcarksr ^.s a visitor of
the sick, are nevertheless making little or no provision for
preparation in this kind of activity. Only a few denomina
tions maintain deaconess -fapaining schools. Certainly there
seens to be small inducement to establish special courses in
this partictalar part of the church worker's duties when it
is r^aanbered that few young women seem to be offering them
selves as church workers. If financial remuneration for this
type of work could be made more substantial it would no doubt
largely rwaedy the situation. For it cannot be that the
Chmrch is If.eking in young women interested in her work.
The church worker as a visitor of the sick should comand a
significant pltce in the life of any church or ccxamunity.
Hot only is her presence almost a necessity in certain church
situk'itions, but she can sometimes enter into a home sitUcjtion
more effectively than c; n the pastor himself.
The seminary courses reluting to the work of the vis
itor are designed almost exclusively for pastors. Clinical
training courses will often permit woaen to enroll, but they
all are planned around th� problems and needs of ministers.
A few denominations suggest re. ding courses for visitors of
the sick but they have no supervised visitation proper.
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Perhaps the preparation of the ehtireh worker for sick visita
tion will continue to be neglected until the churches them
selves come to realize th� signific. nt part that sh� can
play in this part of th� church's program.
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APPENDIX
APPENDIX
CERTAIII COmmUTl PROBLEJ'IS AI� CERTAIN WBI^ARE AGENCIES
mm WHICH THE CHURCH V/ORKER SHOULD BE FAMILIAR
This chapter first takes up cooiaunlty social problems
with which the church visitor should be familiar. Then it
discusses resources for the welfare of the distressed that
are available in many ccmnnunities , Not all people have access
to all of the agencies mentioned, yet a church worker is likely
to be stationed in a city of some size >dwre several or all of
the agencies mentioned are available. The Social Work Year
^ok-^ has been used as a basic source for the material dis
cussed in tills chapter.
I. COMMUNITY PROBLETIS
Problems of aged. Prevention of ncjay problems of
old age seems to be possible by the following methods: (1)
preparation for old age by educating individuals to look for
ward to satisfying pursuits? (2) throug;h scientific research
as to the cause and amelioration of mental deterioration,
such as to studies now being made on arteriosclerosis 5 and
(3) by educating the community conscience to the needs of the
older person and provision of appropriate ne. sures for
^ Margaret B. Hodges, editor, Social Work Year Book
(eleventh edition; New York: American Association for Social
Workers, 1951), PP. 19-527.
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satisfying outlets for Individual expression and purposeful
living, as well as servioes to care for the incosT>etent
aged.^
Al^ohojisja. This has heen dsfinad as a caiiaa;:, pro
gressive syndrom� characterised by th� ctooiiic uncontrolled
use of alcoholic beverages and by v. rious syaptcxas of psycho
logic; 1, physiological, or social saladJustment . There are
two significant aspects to tli� exsergenc� of mod�m therapy
f�r alcoholisBt (1) the growth of Alcoholics Anonymous 5 and
(2) th� development of specialized out-patient clinics for
diagnosis and treatment of alcoholls. . Alcoholics Anonyaous
is cmpletely UJSprofessional, with th� members relying olilef-
ly on a nonsectarian spirltiaal plillosopliy and a program by
%feleh meinbers iiii^k� themsalves available at all times to help
fellow members maintain their sobriety. There ar� now many
clinics for alcoholics and most of them combine the ooordl-
nnted services of internist, psychiatrist, psychiatric social
worker, and clinical psychologist. They aim at providing th�
indivldujil with an insight into his own drinking probleas and
at helping hiia to alter his way of life so that h� can make
a satisfactory adjustment to himself, Ms associates, and his
enviroiHaent* The most effective outpatient cUnlcal appro ch
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also utilizes general hospital facilities for treatnent of
acute phases of alcoholisii. Clinics also draw upon the co
operation of Alcoholics Anonymous on a reciprocal basis and
upon the services of certain social agencies, Th� Salvation
Aroy's social service centers for men are utilising Alcohol
ics Anonymous as a supplement to their traditional religious
and work therapy and hav� developed a program which seems
both meaningful and effective for certain of their clients.
Education of the general public to recognise alcoholism as a
form of disease needing professional treatment is a big task
needing attention.^
^llnd^Qss . Education of the blind is much more dif
ficult when other handicaps besides blindness ar� present.
Fed�ral funds are available to th� American Printing House
for th� Blind to provide books for schools for the blind.
Th� Pratt-aaoot Act authorized an annual appropriation of
one hundred thousand dollars to the Library of Congress for
books for th� adult blind. Talking Books ar� also available.
State and federal aid to the blind under th� Social
Security Act must be crantod on th� basis of individual n��ds.
Missouri, H�vada, and Pennsylvania do not participate in the
federal program. The federal government through the Veterans
^ Ifem., pp. 50-55.
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Administration now assmes full responsibility for the reha
bilitation of veterans and provides a disability compensation
according to th� degre� of disability.^
II. C0I4MUHITY BBSOUBCBS
Family aoclal ^ori: . The social worker may work with an
individttal member or several members of th� ^lly, or with a
single individual, but his oaphasis is on helping people with
problems that affect th� unity and stability of th� entire
family. There are social acencies supported by both govern
mental and private funds. The governmental agencies are prin
cipally state, county, and municipal departments of public
welfare which provide general assistance and, in cooperation
with th� f9d�ral agancics, administer the various catagories
of assistance provided for fod�ral leglslatioiu The volun
tarily supported ag�ncies include local nonsectarian family
service agencies �stablishad in nearly all th� larg�r cities
and many smaller cities and towns. There ar� also th� sec
tarian family agencies, such as th� Catholic, Jewisli, and
Protestant. Sm� agencies charge fees, which run frcsa fifty
c�nts to thre� dollars.^
^
Iliid.f pp. 63-8.
^ IM^M pp. 183-189.
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Homen^^er Servloe. This is a service rendered in some
communities by local nonsectarian agencies and is voluntar
ily supported. Sometiiaes it ejcists as a unit of the Family
Social Work Agency rather than as a separate agency. The
homemaker actually goes to the home to assume the duties usu
ally performed by the mother. In a crisis, such as a moth
er's illness, a child is less disturbed if he is with those
he loves and in surroundings familiar to him. If he is of
school age, he has th� additional advantage of not missing
tim� from school or not having to change schools.
There is also a servic� for adults incapacitated by
old age or otherwise. Th� homemaker goes to th� home perhaps
a f�w hours each week to do household tasks and oth�r nec�s-
sary work. Her presence usually contributes to the morale
and tho comfort of the afflicted. Some agencies call this
adult work �hous�k9ep�r s�rvice", rather than "homemak�r
service".
Ideally, homemaker s should be staff members of agen
cies with responsibilities and privileges that memb�rship
impli�s.^
Mat�rma gii,d Child Health. This work has been defined
as "the protection, promotion, and conservation of the mental
^ Ibid.y pp. 225-228
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azid physical health of children from the prenatal period
through adolescence, and of their mothers throiaghout the re
productive cycle,"
The organization was established by private agencies
late in the nineteenth century for the distribution of milk
to infants as a means of cambating excessive infant mortality,
particulLirly during the summer months. Gradually there wer�
added to thes� staticeas th� services of doctors and nurses,
and of follow-up nursing services in th� homes, to teach th�
mothers how to care for their infants so as to pr�vent illness.
The Social Security Act provides funds for grants-in-
aid to the Stat� health ag�nci�s for extension and improvement
of maternal and child health services, particularly in rtiral
areas and in are: s sufferln;: from sever� �conomic distr�ss.
Among the types of services developed ar� prentital
clinics, home delivery nursing services in rural areas, in-
f :nt and child health conferences, sciiool health services,
inontal health services, and dental healtii services.^
Public m^Mi Jtote. agency began in the l880�s
as bedside nursing to sick poor in their hcanes, supported
through voluntary contributions, Th� Association provides
nursing care and health guidance to iiialvlduals and families,
^ D^.j PP- 298-302
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porticlpQtes in educational programs for niirses, allied pro
fessional workers and cojmaunity groups, and cooperates with
other professions and groups of citizens in studying, plan
ning, and putting into action ths community health program.
There is a great emphasis on prevention.
Bam of th� larger associaticms havo consultants in
special fields, such as maternity and child car�, tuberculosis,
orthopedics, and dietetics. In soi^ cities public health
nurses arrange with th� famili�s to give nursing car� as
needed in th� home, whether it be daily, weekly, or monthly.
the cost is usually based on the ability of the families to
pajrfcr oare.8
Public >f^l;fare . Social Security gives assistance to
the aged, to depend^t children, to tho blind, and to th�
permmently and totally disc;blod persons in need. Casework
is done to help determine the needs of the applicants. Th�
-VQi-age paymcKit for old age varies widely, from twenty-fiv�
to fifty dollars a m�mth. Th� aid to dep�nd�it <3iildren
includes all th� depejKients under eighteen years of age.
Tills organlaation does much counsQUnc and handles children
for foster car� and adoptions, and those nseding instltutltxial
0
oare.^
^ li^.j pp. 3^1-395.
^ Jbid. . pp. M52-^ll.
mSocial Insur&nce . This goverment organization han
dles the probleans of unemplo^ent ana injury while on the Job.
Workmen* s compensation was the first type of ^clal insurance
to be developed in the United States. It provides prompt pay
ment to the Injured or to dependents of the dying, roL;;rdlQSs
of who is at fault. Before this type of social Insurance cixi�
into existence, an injured worker was required to sue his em
ployer for dama,g�s and to establisji tiiat his eraployor was at
fault, ybrkmen's compensation is U-sed upon the theory that
the cost of work injuries nust bo coi^idered as a part of the
Cost of production. In all states, with the exception of
^'our, the employer pays the entire cost of the benefits? in
thos� other str.tos, the employeos are required to pay a small
portion of th� cost. However, b�n�fits payabl� ar� llmltsd
in amount and takes into account only wage loss. Thes� laws
cover only three-fourths of th� workers in this country; th�
largest group deprived of workia�n*s compensation Is farm
workers. Domestic workers, <sisual workers, and employees of
nonprofit organiziitions are, however, also usually excluded.
The pei^�ntag� payable varies from 50 par cent to 80 per cent
of previous earnings. Ther� is usually a maximum poriod dur
ing which compensation may be paid. To the p^pstm with a
temporary total disability, this maxSjsiM p^iod v: ries all
the %my from on� hundr�d and four weeks to no limitation.
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In th� case of permanent disability the usucl type of law
provides a specific schedule expressed in terms of weeks,
th� number varying witti the sev^ity of the disability. In
the case of death most laws pay weekly benefits to surviving
dependents for a specified period ranging froci two hundred
ana sixty to six hundred weeks .
Haemployment insurance excludes many of the sane work
ers that workmen's o<Mpensation does, namely workers in agri
culture, in domestic service in private hooos, in government
service, and in non-profit organizations devoted exclusively
to religious, educatioml, and charitable purposes. Weekly
maximum benefits vary by states frcan fifteen to tv/enty-seven
dollars. The period for maximum potential benefits ranges
^'roni twelve vraieks to twenty-six weeks in a given ye .r. Most
states re; idre that to be eligible for benefits , the claimant
must have had a certain aiioimt of employment or earnings in a
twelve-month period prior to the beginning of his unemploy
ment. Benefits are payable in weekly amounts which are gen
erally intended to be 50 to 60 per cent of full-tiiae weekly
wage. Benefits are paid in no state unless; the worker is able
and available for work in the week for vfiiich he clains benefits.
Nor are they paid for any period in 'AiIqIi the claimant is dis
qualified, for suoh reasons as leaving work voluntarily with
out good cause, discharged far misconduct, or refused suitable
work without good cause.
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UMer Social lasuranc� coaas railrosd tmemployiaent
insurance with benefits payable which v ry from $17.50 to $50
for a two-week period of total un^aaployE^nt for twenty-six
weeks, liany of the provisions of this 1^ w are designed to
meet ccarditions poculler to ths railroad i^ustry.
Federal old age and survivor's insurance provides
supplementary b�aefits for a wife sixty-five years of age or
over and for unmrrried dependent children under sixteen years
of age or under eighteen if regularly attending school. The
supplementary benefits for each of these persons amounts to
one-half the benefits of the insured worker hLiself
IS^mm' P^mm^ SO^ ^SOJ^m. '^^^ are certain
benefits ^t^iich may be paid for a maxiiiUii of fifty- two weeks,
for weeks of un^maployment occurring witiiin two years after
disohai'ge, but in no ease may they bo paid after July 25 >
1952. There ar� provisions for vocational rehabilitation for
hacdicapped vetoTims whos� disability resulted from an Injury
received or a disease incurred iji World War II, and viiose
hcindicap can be overcome by traini^ig. Training may last as
loiig as necessary to acecropllsh vocational r^bilite tion ,
within a maximtim of four yer.rs, except as additional time is
approved by th� Administrator of Veterans Affairs. School
3MA*9 PP�
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�xpensQs and a subsistence allcwanoe during training is
furnished.
Monthly benefits for service-comiected disabilities
rang� from fifteen dollars for a 10 per cent disability to
on� hundred fifty dollars for a 100 per cent disability,
Mditional amounts are payable for severe disabilities, such
as blindDoss and loss of limbs , with a maximum of thre� hun-
drod sixty dollars monthly.
Pensions for nons�rvic�-connect�d disabilities ar�
available for those with at l�u.st ninety days* active sorvico
during either of th� Wbrld Wars or the Spanish-American War.
They can receive a pension of sixty dollars monthly, increased
to seventy-two dollars after continuous receipt for ten y�ars
or attainment of the ag� of sixty-five. A v�t�ran may be �11
gibl� provided his annual incoiaa does not exceed one thousand
dollars, if he has no dependents, or two thousand five hundred
if he Is married or has minor eliUdr�: ,
ITeterans in ne�d of' hospital treatment for s@rvic�-
connected Illnesses or disabilities ar� entitled to complete
hospital care, either in on� of th� one hundred tailrty-flv�
Veterans Administration hospitals or, as authorised by the
Veterans Administration, in other hospitals. For non-service-
connected lllnssses or disabilities, veterans ^o are tenable
to pay the cost of tlieir hospitalization m^iy be admitted to
Veterans Administration hospitals i*^�n beds ere avail ble.
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However, any veterans in an emergeney condition may be pro
vided immediate hospitalization by ths Veterans Administra
tion.
Veterans in need of treatment for service-connected
ailmffiits not requiring hospitalization aay 3feceiv� out-patient
core, including aedical supplies and necessary appliances, at
out-patient clinics, !4�dical and psychlatriac servic� nay
also be provided by private physicians, upon authorization of
th� Veterans Atfeiinistration, under th� hone-town medical car�
plan. Those veterans so incapacitated by a disability as to
be unable to e. rn a living and in need, may receive domici
liary oar� in on� of fifteen institutions maintained h^ the
Veterans Adminis tra tion .H
Y9^,f^U,WX |^i?tfi^4.U1i,a1f^on� It is estim. t�d that two
hundred fifty thousand persons of working age become physical
ly and voc: tionally handici pped �ach year becr.use of congenital
conditions, dise se, or injury. <2hronic disease accounts for
80 per centj congenital conditions, for 2 per centj occupation
al accidents and injuries, for 5 per c�at; and accidents in the
hoD� and public places, for another 5 per c�:t. To he eligible,
a man or woman miist meet the following qualific: tions: (1) be
at or near working agej (2) have a substantial job lu^iidicap
5^*, pp. 522-528
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because of physical or lasntai disabilityj and (3) have a
re: sonably good chance of becoiaing employable or of getting
a more suitable job through the rehabilitation services.
Three criteria ar� applied in determining whether nodi
cal treatment is to be provided at the ageiicy's �3cp�ns�!
(1) tho mentcd or physical condition siust b� relatively
stable or slowly progressive, and remedial, whicl. differenti
ates tlie conditions from ordin ry acute illness; (2) the treat
ment must improve the person's chanc�s of socuring suitable
employment; and (3) th� individual is financially unable to
pay th� exponso from his own hands. A rahabilitation canter
should supplenant in varying degress the s�rvices existing in
IP
a community.
�WMSX* Oi^y a few ccCTiimity problems and possibl�
coimunity resources have been discussed, yet th�y should mak�
th� church worker aware of th� fact that certain welfare
agencies are at the disposal of certain types of inci pacitated
persons in the coBBaunlty# In this way th� service she s��ks
to render should be the more efficient.
Il2i^., pPf 529-536.
